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Abstract of 'I'hesis

Within the last decade, traffic flow theory and the

rapid improvement o1' the electronic digital computer have

been mutually resoonsible f'or the developrnent of simulatj-on

as a design too] for examining traf'fic phenomena. While a

considerable quantity of literature has been published con-

cerning the theory and simulation of traffic systems, few

general laws have been determined. In addition, Iittle has

been accomplishecl concerning values and relation,ships suit-
able for purposes of simulation. This, then, is the sub.ject

of this thesis"

Here, selected topics are examined fo:: their ap-

plication to the theorv of traffic flow ancl fo:: their relation-
ship to moclellinq traffic behaviour at an intersection. As

each mechanism is introduced, a comprehensive state-of-the-art
survey is under-taken to evaluate stuclies and recommendations

macle Ín previous research pro.jects. Follolving thisr âtr

attempt is made to establish functionaL relationships and

characteristic distributions for each mechanism.

The last part of this thesis is devotecl to traffic
signalization. The intersection has always been the cardinal

element in street systems that incorporate signalized intersectiQns.

To improve the operational effectiveness of these systems, it is
necessary to develop traffic signalization to its highest
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IeveÌ of efficiency. To thís end, an extensive examination

of oroposed and existi-nq signal timing schemes has been under-

taken. fn investigating the different timing methods, behavíoral

relationshios and vehicular operating characteristics have been

used which r¡rere discussed earlier in this thesis.
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CH¡,PTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The original purpose of this thesis was to examine,

through simulation, the effect of bus routes on the fl-ow of

t,raffic at an intersection. Ultimately, it was hoped that the

sinulation coulcì be expanded to encompass an artery n blocks

in length. With this Durpose in mind, chapters 3 and l+ were

written with the intention of determining actual values for

use in the sirnulation mocìeÌ.

However, âs time progressed, it became increasingly

obvious that this goal- vras totally unrealistic. lVhil-e an

excessive amount of time rvas requirecl to obtain and examine

the available Iitera.ture, the lack of avail-abIe information

macle the clevelopment of a viable model- prohibitive. This

was particularly true in the case of information concerning

l-ocal transit vehicles. Vehicular operating characteristics

hacl either never been investigated oI, if investigated, had

never been published" Thus, irr chapter B, the decel-eration

capability of local buses could onJ-y be roughly estimated.

The acceleration capabilit¡r vras determined from tests con-

ducted on \''/estern Flyer buses and obtained only through

private communications "
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Vehicular behavior relationships as they relate

to transit vehicles were singularly absent from the literature"

Althcush the time spent by buses picking up and discharging

passenqers at a stop could be exoected to have A Severe in-

fluence on the capacitv of an intersection,no thorough invest-

ígation has ever been conducted to determine the exact nature

of this influence. In fact, in discussing this topic, the

Highway capacity l4anual (1965) coul-d offer onl-v nomograms

r^rhich were ttlargely rationalizati-ons developed from limited

avaif able knowled Bê . r¡

For this reason, plans to develop an actual sim-

ulation model t{ere abandoned" This thesis, then, is devoted

to exariiining a selection of different topics. There is a

shift in enrphasis from deterr¡ining values which explicitly

pertain to simulation, to an analysis of mechanisms which

have a ¡¡eneral application to the theory of traffic flow.

Thus, in chapter 5, while the cornposite distribut-

ion is exarnined for its explicit apnlication to si-mulation,

it is potentially a general- distribution for characterizing

vehicular headways. In a like manrìer, the log-normal dis-

tribution discussed in chapter 9 is suitable for describing,

in genera.l, the g,ap/l.ag acceptance phenomena. Final-Iy, in

chapter L2, an exLens:ive examination of traffic signalization

as it relates to sumulation is presentecì, and a comparison
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of different timing methods is performed'

This thesis, then, is an examination of various

characteristics of traffic flow and of the models that have

been develoPed for them.

v/hile a great quantity of literature has been

published in the last ten years, under the classification

of traffic florv theory, few general Jaws, âs Yet, exist.

Functional relationships and distributions characterizing

traffic phenomena are surprisingly absent from the Iiterature"

VaIues, obtained in stuclies conductecl in particular locations

for specific Þurì)oses, remain iust that. These values apply

only to the situations studied and contribute little to the

theory of traffic flow. Anyone attempting to sttrdy traffic

behavior throueh sinulation is immediatel-y faced v¡ith t,his

problem. Therefore, if there is an uttd""1r¡ing ob jective tolvards

v¡hich studies in traffic florv shoul-d be directed, then surely

it is the development of relationshins and mechanisms which

characterize traffic nhenom€ñâ"

In t,his thesis, an attempt has been made to bring

toeether some of the sources of inforrnation v¡hich are avail-

able, and present some of the relationships and mechanisms

which are suitable for simulation. If this has been ac-

complished, then oerhaos a great deal of human effort has

not been totallY t^¡asted.
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4.

CiìAPTI'R TI.úO

WHY SII4ULATE ?

2.L Introduction

In this chapter, the opinions of different

researchers involved in traffic analysis are presented,

with particrrlar emphasis given to the relative merits of

simulation v¡hen compared to other forms of scientific

investigatÍon. Their ooinions are unj-forml-y pro-simulation,

and whíIe the advantages of simulation are, perhaps, a

debatable subject, it cannot be denied that these men have

contributed much towards the development of traffic flow

theory and the solutions of its control.

This is not to suggest that there are no dis-

advantages associated with simul-ation. In simulation, it is

necessary, ât some point, to test both the model and the

sol-ution technÍque used. To do this, actual field data must

be gathered and analyzed to enstìre that the model both

accurately reoresents the actions and interactions of the

designed sittration, and generates a realistic solution.

Obtaining such data can be very difficult"
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-taA.aA. Goode

ltThere 1s one aspect of the attack on a problem in
which simul-ation is better than both analysis and trial...
In analysis we may use only those criteria which are math-

ematically tractabl-e ("g. least squares, but not maximum

absolute deviatíon), and in trial, wê may choose only one

criterion because even one is costly to measure. In simulat-

ion, þre may select any criterion and as many as we like,
measurinpS them continually if necessary.lr (Gerlough (L967)rp.3)

2,3 Gerlough

ltIt was decided to develop a microscooic digital

simulation model. An analytical model aporoach v¡as considered

unacceptable since either it would be necessary to otnit

certain reqrrirements, such as the interest in inciividual

vehicles in a heterogeneous stream and the versatilitir to

represent a diverse group of control methods, or else achieve

a model rvith intractabÌe mathematics.

A strictly empirÍcaI approach was also considered.

Though the requirement of realism v¡ould be satisfied, for

reasons relating to cost of study, time required, quality of

study (precision of control over variables, reproducibíIity,

degree of detail of traffic-performance measuremetrts, and

statisticaÌ reliability), and safety, the advantages of

simulation were overwhelming.rr (Gerlough (L967 ),p.4)
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2.1ï KelI
trA deterrent to field evaluation to cletermine

changes in intersection performance is the necessity for

installing or implementing each change ê.g. (traffic

signal timing), waiting for traffic to adapt to it, and

then collecting adclitional data to determine the effect.

The great amount of effort invoLved 1s sel-dom exoended.

Some potential control- schemes or timing plans

are not attempted in the field because of possible

adverse effects on traffic. It is difficult to attempt

studies for purely research purposes rvhen such possibilities

exist.
The current state of knor,¡Ied¡¡e of mathematical-

formulae and traffic fl-otr' theor¡r do not provicìe the

answers needed to effectivel-y and efficiently operate an

intersection. Simulation can help to overcome the above

limitations because of the following capabilities:
(1) Traffic conditions (volumes, turning move-

ments, etc. ) can be nrecisely specified for

the analysis.

(Z) Enough hours of constant traffic conditions

can be simulated to provide confidence that the

average result is a reasonable estimate of the

mean of the entire distribution of vafues for

that set of conditions.
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(3) Control conclitions can be easilv and raoidly

alterecl rvitllout requiring a field installation.

(l ) Precisely tlle sarne traff ic can be renroduced i,o

analyze eacll change. Thus unpreclictable fieltl

variations are eliminatecl.

( I ) Large amounts of data can be simulated in a

relatively short time, perrnitting cleta iled

evaluation of lnanv control- variables under a

variety of traffic conditions. r' (Kel-t (f96¿*) ,

pp.ir27-I2B )

2.5 Lewis ancl luiichae]

rOne of the foremost problems in the development of

traffic warrants'i' is the rlifficulty in cletermining the specific

behavior of a general class of illtersections. Computer sim-

ul-ation, hov.rever, offers tremendous Dossibilities. Digital

sinnul-ation posSesses unique properties such as the advantage

of bringin¡r the traffic facitity into the laboratory for

study uncler practical-Iy limitless conclitions " Precise

control of the cìlrnarnic traffic process can be maintained

and many unt^Ianted variables eliminatecl. Parameters are

varied at the cliscretion of the programmer, raLher than by

chance alone." (Lewis ancl llichael- Ã963) ,p.t)

'1.Â,..¡arrant is definecl as a minimum requirernent which shouÌd be

fuIfill-ed before some policv on traffic control is imolemented.
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2.6 B ottger
llThe laws to wiiich vehicul-ar traffic conform can

be investiqated
(I) by mathematical computations, and

lz) by Practical exPeriments.

Irleither method is adequate. The computational

method is unsatisfactory because mathematical- descriptions.

of essential traffic processes are complicated and Drogress

slowly. The practical method is out of the question because

of the high costs and the difficulty of experimenüi-ng with

real-Iife traffic. The ans\^rer is simulation.rr (Bottger (1966),

p.t37\

2.7 Buhr. I{eserol.e--j1¡1d Drev¡

ttsimulation is resorted to when the system under

consideration cannot be analyzed using direct or formal

analytical methods" Some additional reasons, mostly

pertaining to traff ic simul-ation are:

(Ì) Simulation is a good way to gather data

systematically" It makes for a broad

education in traffic characteristics and

operation.

(Z) It is instructive for lt gíves an intuitive
feel for the studied traffic system.

(¡) Since the various input parameters can be

controlled, the simulation of complex traffic
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operations may indicate which variables are

important and how theY relate"

(¿*) In some problems, information on the probability

distribution of the outcome of a process is

desired, rather than only means and variances

such as obtained in queueing. hlhere traffic

interaction is involved, the Monte Carlo

technique is about the only tool which can give

the complete distribution.
(¡) Simulation can be used to check an uncertain

analytical solution.
(6) Simulation is cheaper than many forrns of

experinient.

0) Simulation offers conr,rol over time" ReaI

time can be colnpressed, so that the results

of a long time period can be observed in a

few minutes of computer tirne; or expanded, so

that all the manifestations of a complex

interaction can be comPrehended.

(8) Simulation is safe. ft provides a means for

studying the effect of traffic control measures

on existing highways without confusing or

alarming drivers.

As a form of nodel, a simul-ation model should be

compared with analysis which uses analytical and probabilisti.c
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models, ancì trial and error, which involves devising some

kind of tria] solution and then trying it out in actual traffic.

Table 2,2

Rel-ative lvlerits

Críterio

Cost

Time

Reprod ucibility
Realism

Generality of results

lvsis S imulation T

Ìeast

least

most

least

most

med ium

med ium

medium

medium

medium

most

most

Ieast

most

lea st

In the past, traffic problems have been tackled using

both analysis and trial. Íìimulation is a combination of both,

but unf ike analysis, it allo',¡s attack on the most complicated of

processes. On the other hand, it does not affect traffic until-

the solution has been reached. It is al-most midway between

analysis and trial-. Horvever, âs the studied situation becomes

more complex, such as traffic systems, the differences betl.¡een

methocJ s in terms of coSt, tirne, etc. , becOme more pronounCed ,

until finalty neither of the extremes can be tol-erated and

símulation becomes the only feasible methodo

The goals achievable by simulation of traffic processes

are clear-cut and offer a profound payoff. Simulation is an

ÍdeaI technique for traffic research. The simulation model is
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not .Jrrst another means of accomplishing what we can do today

but is a tool for solr¡ing problems which cannot be solved

today. tt ( gurrr, Meserole, Drew ( fg6g ),pp .73-7t+)
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CHAPTER THREE

VEHIOULAR LENGTI{S

3. I Introduction

In this chapter, the lengths of the three maín

components of the traffic stream are investigated. The

distribution of vehicular lengths is assumed to correspond

to the normal distribution. While it is realized that there

is little empirical evidence to support this, Ít is felt
that any simulation results would be relatively insensitive

to such an assumption. By sel-ecting an appropriate mean

and süandard deviation, and using Monte Carlo techniques,

traffic v¡ith lengths conforr,ring to such a distribution cån

be generated.

Some researchers attempt to treat arterial traffic
as a set of moving points. However, this is felt to be un-

realistic. Traffic is composed of vehicles physical

entities which possess Ìength. The distinction becomes

apparent as approach voLumes near capacity (vehieles do not

foIlow each other at infínitesirnal heaclr,vays).

The Ìength of vehicfes in the traffic stream

becomes an important consideration in two later chapters

chanter 5 in which the distributi-ons of headrvays is
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discussed and chapter 6 in which the generation of vehicles

which fit these distributions is exami-ned.

).2 Definitions (Highway Capacity ManuaI (lg6S)):

Traffic--a]1 types of conveyances, to¡lether with their }oad,

either singly or as a whole...while using any roadway for the

Durpose of transportatÍon or travel.

Vehicle--any component of wheeled traffic. The term normaJ-Iy

applies to free-wheel-ed vehicles.

Free-wheelecl vehicle--any component of traffic not limited. . .

to raiJs or tracks.

The above definitions provicìe the necessary basis

for defining the main components of the traffic strearn"

Passenger car--a free-wheel-ed vehicle, self-propelled,
general-ly designed for the transportation of persons.

Seating capacÍty is l-imited to no more than nine passengers,

includ ing taxicabs and station l.¡agons. AIso included are

tr¡¡o-axle, four-tired pickups, panels and Iight trucks, whose

operating characteristics are similar to those of passenger

cars.

Truck--a free-wheeled vehicle having dual tires on one or

more axles, or having more than two axl,es, designed for cargo
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transportation. fncludes tractor-trucks, trailers, and semi-

trailers when used in combination.

Bus--a free-wheeled vehicle having a self-contained source of

motive pohrer, designed for the transportation of persons, and

having a seating canacity of ten or Inore passengers.

Local transit buses-- buses r,vhich pick up and discharge

passenqers at regular posted stops along a street.

3,) Passenger Cars

The passenger car constitutes the principal com-

ponent of the traffic stream. Researchers of traffic control

and simulation have used different values as the mean length

of cars.

lvlessrs Buhr, l{eserole, and Drew (1968 ) generatecì

passenger cars v¡ith a constant length of 16t for their
simulation of freeway traffic, while GerLough (L967 ) used

)6.76r as the mean car length in his simul-ation of traffic
flow at an intersection.

Lewis and t{ichae} (-96)) in their intersection

simulation and Glickstein, Findley, and Levy (1961) in their
simul-ation of interchange volume flow, both assumed a mean

value of 171. The sarne is true of Bellis (1960) :-n his work

on intersectiorr capacity. fn a graph, clepictin55 the trend in
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passenger vehicle lengths presented in the Traffic Engineering

Handbook 1L965), L7' is the most recent average value

illustrated (corresnonding to }gbl).

Drew (1968), in cornpiling traffic fl-ow theories,

suggested an average length of L?.51, a value almost

identical- to the L7,6t used by Athol lLg65). However, Atho},

in examining operational characteristics of a traffic stream,

attempted to relate occupancy (a point measurement) to con-

centration (a measurement recorded within a section). Thus,

concentration = K occupancy

When occupancy is expressed as a percentage, and

concentration in veh/mile, I( = 5280/L vPm, where L is average

vehicular Length. Using L = 17.6t ,

concentration (veh/rnile) = I occupancy (,fr)

ie. the value L = L7.6t seems contrived to yield

an integer val-ue of K and is, therefore, not seriously

considered "

Gerlough (196&)' in describing the intersection

simulation of Goode, et al. reported that l-Bt was the average

vehicular lenqbh. ThÍs value was also used by Shumate and

Dirksen og6s ) in their study of traffic flow bellaviour.

Horvever, the latter were using SII{C/iR, a language trwhich has

a generalized capability for orogranming traffic simulation

problems. tt

ê8, CAR ¡{IX = 86, LEI'IGTH = 18, I,...
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It is suspected that an integer value is required

aS a parameter for LENGTIì and a more accurate real number

value cannot be usecl. Stil], âû average car length of I8t

was used b¡¡ Forbes Ãg6l) studying driver responses, and

Hewton used this value in calculating cycle lengths and

phase tirnings.

From a consideration of the above, a mean passenger

car length in the range of 17 feet to 18 feet seems

appropriate. Any value selected from this ra.nge would

reasonably agree with the values used by the above researchers.

0n1y two examples of the standard deviation of

passenger car lengths could be found" Shumate and Dirksen

used s = It while Gerlough (L967) used a value of l.B3t.

Because these values are inconclusÍve, the folÌorving pro-

cedure was elected (Southwood (f96ó))"

Under the assurnptíon of normality, the standard

deviation can be determined from the relationship

SEx?-X1

-T
where:

X1 = a value corresponding to the L5.87'/,
l-

x,.¡ = ¿ value correspondinfi to the 8 lu.t)f,
¿

Thus, it is necessary first to determine

vehicular lengtiis 
"

(J.3.r)

mark of the range,

mark of the range.

the range of
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If only the values of the maximum and minimum

vehicular lengths are known, then

i=¡¡Rx+t-qlru
2 ( j. j.z)

fn the Traffic Engineering Handbook, the }ength of the cornposite

longest vehicle is approximately 7Ot . Using l4AX = 20' , an

average tength I of L7.5t, and substituting into (3.3.2) to

solve for I4IN yields MIN = I5t .

Thus, using the above values, the range of

vehicular Ìengths is 5' , Determining x1 and x2, and appl-ying

(3.3.1) yields s = L.7t.

It shouÌd be noted that by using a normal distribut-

ion to describe vehicular Ìengths, there is a fínite

probability of genera.ting a vehicular length of zero. In a

]ike manner, there is a probabil-ily of generating a value of

a vehicular length which is exceedingly large. Thus, it is

understood that in an acbual simulation nodeÌ, practical

vafues for the upper and lower bounds of vehicular lengths

(say I0t to 40t) would have to be estebilished and aclhered to.

3.1+ Trucks

As lvith passengcr cars, the distrlbution of truck

ì-engths is assumecì to be normal. The determination of a

representative mean and sta.ndard deviation is again necessary
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in order to assign each truck an appropriate length.

ivlessrs Buhr, l{esero}e , and Drew used a constant

value of 32t as the length of trucks in their sirnulation.

Odcìlv enough, this is exactly ttqice the length of passenger

cars in their model. Similarly, Shurnate and Dirksen chose

a truck length tv¡ice that of their passenéler cårs, namelv 3l>t

This constant ratio of lengths conforms to the

basic oremi-se of Bottger (tgOO) that:

I truck - 2 passenger car units.
Gerlough (t961), hor,,¡ever, used a mean truck length

of 2l+.3].+t " This is apnroximately I.5 times his mean car

Iength, a ratio oft,en exoressed by o|her resea.rchers

(Greenshiel-ds (I9L7), llev"'ton (?), Viebster (f966)).

Since bhese val-ues for the mean length of trucks

seem inconcl-usÍve, the follor^¡ing approach is acloptecì.

In section )"), a value of zot was usecl as the

maximum length of cars. Thus, l^re novtr use this same va-l-ue as

describing the rninimurn len¡1th of trucks. This is not to

sugqest that the minimum len¡5th of trucks which coul-cl be

qenerated according to a normal distribution is restricted

to ZOt', but rather, that tlris is a realistic value to use in

order to obtain reasonable values of the mean and standard

devi.ation of truck Ìengths. Also, the average maximum legal

l-ength of tnrcks in the U.S. is approximately 5Or (Traffic

Engineering Handbook ( lçó5 ) ).
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Using MII{ = ZOt , MIAX = 5Ot , and applying (3.).2) ,

ft = 351"

This value generally agrees with the values of the

above researchers and, therefore, seems reasonable for simulation

purposes. Also, when compared with the previously determined

range for mean passenger car lengths, the ratio is approximately

2.O, This, Loo, is in close agreement wÍth the values discussed

earlier.
In determining the standard deviation of truck

Iengths, the shortage of information is again anparent.

Shumate and Dirksen used a standard deviation of ót while

Gerlough (tg6l ) used a value of 3.4t. Neither supply a reason

for their choice, and neither value seems any more appropriate

than the other. Thus, referr-ing again to (3.3"1) v¡ith

llAX = 50, , l4IN = z)t and a range of 30t ,

s = I0.2r

This val^ue does not apDear 1:o be unreasonable and

is, therefore, suitable for our purposes. As in the case of

passenger cars, using the normal distribution there is a

probabitity of generating a truck length either exceedingly

large or exceedingly small" Again, practical upper and

lower bounds would have to be enforced in an actual simulation

model.
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3.5 Buses

Though locaÌ transit buses form an integral com-

ponent of the traffic stream, one feels it is not necessary

to draw such vehicular lengths from a prescribed distributic¡n"

Indeed, the limited inforlnaticln concerning average bus Ìengths

makes the task prohibitive. However, sorne useful informatic¡n

is available.
The Traffic Engineering Handbook recorded a nominal

bus length of &Ot corresponding to an approximate seating

capacity of 5I passengers. In addition, the most comrson legaÌ

maximum ]ength of buses in the U.S. is 40t.

The only other pertinent information is due to

l^Iebster (fq66). In determining the effect of different

tvpes of vehicles on the saLuration ffow at traffic signals,

he equates a bus to 2 I/t, passenger car un|ts. Using the

previously determined range of mean passen6ler car lengths

of Ì7t to IBt, the avere[e bus length is appro>:imately l+0r.

0n the basis of the available information, a

constant local transit bus length of 401 is sel-ected as

adequately representing the true length of such vehicles.
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CHAPTBIì FOUR

LAI{E DISTRIBUTION

4.1 Introdqctio4

The distribution of traffic betleen two lanes for

one direction of flow depencls on several factors, including

medial ancJ marginal friction'l', proportion of slow moving

vehicles, the number and location of ingress and egress points

( important when the origin and destination of drivers is
considered), and the volume variations of traffic (Highway

Capacity l4anual (1965 ) ).

The Traffic Engineering Handbook (L965) incl-udes

such factors as curbs, grades, road surface conditÍons, turn

and lane-use regulations, Jane markings, and the composition

of traffic.
Some, or alÌ, of the above factors eombine to

influence traffic distribution between l-anes. Hohlever, the

exact way in v¡hich these factors combine is undefined.

In this chapter, the distribuLion of traffic
between two lanes is examined. Primary emphasis is placed

on the relationship between lane distribution and traffic
voÌume. Available data are analyzed and a linear regression

equation, determined by Gerlough (1967), is applied Ín an

'FDefinitions of these terms appear in section 7.2.
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attempt to add some degree of universality to this equation.

While it may not be sufficient to relate l-ane

distribution to traffic vol.ume al-one, there appears to be

virtually no quantitative information available relating

Iane distribution Lo any of the other factors previously mentioned.

fn factr âs both Gerlough (tg6l ) ancl Lewis and l4ichael Ã98)
point out, the literature concerning lane selection is

surprisingly deficient.

l+.2 Discussion

ReiLly and Seifert 0970) analyzed three methods

of estimating the capacity of signalized intersections. They

assumed the ]ane distribution for two lanes to be 55/, and t+5/""

The maximally used lane was not necessarily the l-eft or right
lane. Unfortunately, Reilly and Seifert never explained why

they chose these values.

Gerlough (1967 ) found similar va.lues in his field
study but was more specific as to lane usage" His work

revealed an average of 58"5/" of the total volume use the

right lane, while 4I"5"/" use the left.
Two years later, lVagner (1969) performed field

studies near the central business district of Los Angeles

between l+r3o pom. and 5:)O poIn. Though traffic fl-owed east

and west in three lanes rather than two, his findings are

interesting and warrant analysis.
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The nuII hypothesis tested is that the mean oercent-

age of the tota] volume in the right lane is 
"q,rnl" 

to the mean

percentage in the left IAlle.Í' The test criterion is distributed

as a t. 0n the basis of the available data, the null hypothesis

is rejected.

Again, using t as a best criterion, both the mean of

the rÍght lane and the mean of the left lane are founcl to be not

unequal to the average percentages determined by Gerlough, namely

58" 5/" and t+L. 5'/' resp.

Using the method of least squares, ttvo regression

]ines are calculated;

Percent usin¡¡ right lane = -.03 x total volume + 79.96 (ln.Z.l)

Percent using l-eft }ane : .O2 x total volume + 2)"52 (4.2.2)

for a range of approach volurnes from 5t vph. to I7B0 voh.

Accordinglvn the left lane containes a greater per-

centage of the traffic volune for vol-umes in excess of 1I2B vph.

This does not necessa.rily contradict the previous assumptiotr

that fewer vehicl-es travel in the left lane tha¡r the right.
The greatest simulated volume in one direction used

>;i Though the arterial svstem contained three lanes in each

direction, the percentage of traffic using the leftmost lane

was very small. Thus, traffic in the middle lane behaved

similar to traffic in the left lane of the tr,^ro-lane artery"

It is this lane r^'Ìrich is referred to as the left lane.
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by Gerlough was IO17 vph., while the greatest observed voluríle

þy lJ¿gner (1969) rvas Ì780 vph. Both r^¡ere drawn from peak hour

tirne oeriods. Traffic flov¡ during these periods is usualÌy

assoeiated r,vith conditions of con¡lestion.

For regression line l+.2.L, the correlation coefficient

is -.66, while for regression line 4.2.2, it is .l+6. Testing

each of these values r:nder the hynothesis that ( =O, the nul-l-

hypothesis is re.jected on the basis of the observed data.

In spite of these results, the correl.ation coefficients

vrere felt to be too lov¡ and it \rrâs decided not to use these

re¡iression ]ines. Gerlough determined his own regression

equation permitting the estim¿ition of lane clistribution per-

centages given lotal anproach volume.

Percent using left lane = -.0I5 x total volume +49.5 (ln.z. J )'i'

Equation 4.2.3 is apolied to the vol-ume rates observed

by Vlagner. The mean of the percentages so generated is tested

under the nuÌl- hypol;hesis Ho;/ = li-"5'/r. Using t as the test

criterion, the nult hyoothesis ís accepted on the basis of the

available evidence.

,i.The data Gerlough used to deterrnine (lr.Z.3) are not available"

Thus, the range of traffic volume for which this regression line

is valid is nol known.
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It is noted that since only a two-lane

approach is involved, the regression line for the percent

of the total apnroach volume using the right lane is the

complement of (1r.2.3). Accordingly, the percentage using

the right }ane is always greater than the percentage using

the left.
To determine the volume of traffic rrsing the

Ieft lane, equation (lr.Z.3) is multiplied by the total-

approach vol-ume.

Left lane volume = totaÌ volume x (-.00015 x t,otal volume

+ .495) ( t+.2" l+)

Thus, the maximum possible

l+O8.)75 vph. eorresDoncling,

L65O vph.

This appears

the field clata recorded b¡r

occur in which the volume

this maximum.

volume in the left lane Ís

to a total approach volume of

to be a realistic mAximum. 0f

Itragner (t969) , only two cases

in the left lane greatly exceeds

For simul-ation purposes, it v¡as decided that

regression eqtration t+,2.J ancl its complement could be used

to determine the percentage of two-lane approach traffic

using the ]eft and right lanes resÞo

Gerlou55h forrnd t,hat trucks do not distribute

themselves between lanes according to the same percentages
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as traffic as a whole. Truck distribution was 68.3/" in

the right fane and 3I.7/" in the left. fn Lhe absence of

any information to the contrary, these values are accepted

as being suitable for simulation purposeso

l+.3 Corlclqsjo4

It Ís realized that the appl-icability of equation

l+,2.J is questionable. The clata for rvhich Gerlough deter-

rnined the equation is not available. Furthermore, only a

small amount of data was used in an attempt to substantiate

(t+.2. 3 ) . IdeaIIy, of coulise, it is desírable to have

available a quantity of data collected at different Iocations

during different time periods in order to substantiate a

particu lar relationship.
Realistically, then, data which are availabl-e are

used with the hope that sorne measure of universalit¡r can be

atbached to thÍs quantitative relationship. lVhile equation

l+.?o3 can hardly be construed as a general rule characterizing

traffic flow, it is a workable form with a degree of

reliability sufficÍent for purposes of simulation. The

alternative is to assume, âs did Drew (1968), that vehicles

distríbute themselves equalLv between lanes. Such an

assumption is felt to be both unsubstantiated and unrealistic.
One further point deserves discussion. As in any

linear regression analysis, the parameters characterizing a
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linear relation have been determined for two variabfes

which may or may not be linearly related. In the absence

of any relevant studies, it is difficult to determine if
the apparent l-inearity of relationship l+.2.1 has application

beyond the data from which it was derived" The writer has

littl-e to add to this except to note that the range of

approach volumes to which (4.2.3) 1s appì-ied (see sectj-on 5.1+)

is quite narrow. Hopefullv this range of values does not

exceed the range Gerlough used to deri.ve this form.
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CTIAPTER FIVE

Heaclwav Distribution

5.I Intro{uctio¡
Analyses of roadway characteristics have required

the investigation of spacing and heaclvray characteristics. 
,

Headvrays have application in predicting arrival rates, testing 
:'

,..

the randomness of traffic flow, estimat,ing éIaps and delays at :,

crossings, developing traffic control warrants, ancl timing

traffic signals"

Spacing and headvray give the driver his sense of

freedom of movement and of rel-ative safety, and continuously

affect his choice of vehicular position and speed. HÍs decisions

in weaving and car-following operations are predicated on his

judgment of suÍtable vehicular gaps. The frequency ancl length

of gaps govern his ability to enter or cross ùhe traffic strea.m 
:,

(tti-girway CapaciLy Manual- (1965) ) .
:l

As a consequence of the imnortance of headvrâysr il

considerabl-e effort has been expencled developing a sound,

general purpose heacJwav model. In this chapter, we examine the 
.

dÍstributionsfordescribingvehicu].arheadwaysandtheapp}ication

of these distributions to simulation models"

Starting with the Poisson distribution in describing

vehicular arrivals, section 5.3 exarnines the problems associated
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with the negative exponential distribution. In attempting t,o

solve these problems, different modifications have been

proposed bv various researchers. In all, this has lead to

the development of the composite negative exoonential distribution.
fn section 5.1*, a comprehensive analysis of the

composite negative exoonential distribution is undertaken. The

inter-relationships of the parameters of this distributionr âs

first presented by KeII (L962), are exnlored and a method

presented, whereby these parameters may be determined on the

basis of the approach volume.

Finally, iri section 5.5, a suitable distribution for

describing the headwa-rr between l-ocal transit vehlcl-es is presented.

In order to substantiate the aooropriateness of this nrodel, tests

using actual fieLd data were conducted" The results of these

tests are described at the end of this section.

There are, of course, other theoretical dlstributions
developed by various authors. Lewis and l4ichael (19ó3) proposed

a modified binomial distribution with different levels of

probability.' Thus, I
Pa = I-(I-B)r-drI

and Pba Ì-B

*Lewis

B"A
Lewis

nroposed

complete

(1961).

Ìr=Ì

1å sec for e, 4å sec for r, and

discussion of this distributi-on

.0013 2hl-e for

can be found in
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where:

Pa = enhanced probabil-ity of an arrival at a time

increment when eçhçr;

Pb = diminished probability of an arrival at a time

increment when h>r;

B : bunching factor; fraction of al-I headways(r;

r = maximum headway for. which the probabiJ-ity of an

arrival- is enhanced;

e = minimum headvray perrnitted;

ñ B mean of al-I headways, h.

Cleveland and Capelle Ãg6l+) reoort the development

of the Pearson Type III, or Erlang, distribution; while Dawson

and ChimÍni (1960) researched a headway dlstribution r,r'hich they

call the hVper-Erl-ang (or hynerl-ang) functi-on. The latter is

very similar to the composite negative exponential model- of

KeIl (L962); however, it involves a modification of the retarded

vehicular headrvays. This modification uses a factor indicating

the degree of nonrandomness of the retarded headway distribution.

A srrmmarv of applications of mathematical distributions

to time headv¡av distributions, and their associated authors, is

provided by l"1a:¡ (1965) .

5 "2 Definitions ( Highway Capacity Manua1 ( 19ó5 ) ) :

Headway--the interval in time between individual vehicles

measured from head to head as they pass a given point.
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Spacing--the distance measured from head to head of strccessive

vehicles.

5.3 B3ckground

The Poisson disLribution is the main theoretica]

instrument for determining the cìistribrrtion of vehicular traffic.

Cleveland and Capelle ( 1964) explained that the assumption be-

hind this distribution is that the totaÌ number of arrivals,

during any given time interval, is indeoendant of the number of

arrivals that have occurred prior to the beginning of the

interval-.
l4essrs Vlohl and lviartin (L9b7 ) described the Poísson

distribution thus:

For Poisson-distributed arrivals, p(n), the probability

of exactly n vehicfes arriving at any t-sec. interval is
p(n) =,M-- n = O,l, 21..,

-T
where

g = Y /T = mean rate of arrivals per unit time;

,4 = qt = averâge number of vehicle arrivals in an

interval of l-ength t, (an9z. is a frrnction of

time);

[ = tota] volume of vehicl-es arriving during tine

interval To
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The probabil-ity of no vehicl-es arriving in the interval-

t (that is, n=o) is
p(0) = e-l or e-Qt

If no vehicles arrive in

t, then there rnust have been a gap

t sec. Thus, the Probabil-it-'r of a

greater than t is

, for t> 0.

the time interval of length

or time heaclway of at ]east

headway h being equal to or

P(h>-t) = e-9t, f'or t>0.

The probability density f'unction of (5.J.I) is the

neg',ative exponential distribution. Drew (19ó8) stated the

rel-ationship as follor¡¡s: The distribution of time spacings between

Poisson arrivals conforr¡s to a negative exnonential distribrrtion-

The first publishecl examples ol the Poisson distribution

as apolied to traffic clata, r^¡ere presented by Adams in the.Iournal

of the Institution of Civil Engineering (as rel-ated by Gerlough

(f955 ) ). Gerlough, hirnself , presented examples of fitting t,he

Poisson distribution to field data of vehicular arrivals. How-

ever, both he and Adams restricted thernselves to approaches of

Ìow hourly volume.'l'

On the assumption that arrivals cluring light traffic

flo¡ are randomì-y distrihuted over time, the Poisson distribution

':.Adams draws his example from an approach with an hourly volume

of 222 vph. t u¡hiJe Gerlough cites exarnples involving hourly

volumes of 37 vph. to 418 vPh.

(5.3.1)
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can be used to describe vehicle arrivals, and the negative

exnonential- distribution to describe headwa-rls. However, ÏrlohI

anC Martin oresented an exampl-e of vehicl-e arrivals during a

peak hour. For a volume of 997 vph., l;he high X2 value sug-

gested it is unJ-ikeÌ¡r that the hynothesis of exnonentially

distributed headways is true.

Basically two factors seem to }imit the direct

aoplication of the negetive exponential distribution.

First, the theoretical curve dlstributes headr^¡ays

continuously over the entire ranfle of time, namel-y zeto to

infinity. Dawson and Chimini (fg0O) point out that there is

a minimum headrva¡r related ; to the length of the l-ead vehicle,

to the minimum intervehicular spacing demanded by the traiì-irtg

vehicle, and to the speed ancl acceleration of the trailing

vehicle. fnasmuch as each ¡1an must include at least one

vehicle, no headwavs exist at values less than .5 sec. (High-

way Capacity lvlanual (1965)).

spacin¡¡ of 22t .

At l0 mph., this represents a

Second, âs volumes Íncrease, more and more vehicl-es

adopt shorL headrva)¡s as they overtake, but cannot pass, slot^rer

moving vehicles" Under thisrlbunchin65tr condition, a car-fol-

lorving phenomenon develops ancl vehicular behaviour becomes

nonrandom. According to Darr¡son and Chimini, research into this

cår-foll-owing phenomenon essentially has proven intervehicular

deoendence n
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A corrective measure to the first difficulty is the

shifting of the exoonential- crÌrve to the right bl¡ an amount

equal to a certain minimum headr^ray I .

Recalting equation 5.3.L, and setting the mean of

the negative exoonential distribution t = I/q, (5.3.I) may be

rewritten
P (h >-t ) = e-t/i,, t>o. (5.3.2)

Introducing t,he minimum headway I ,

t-T
p (h>,r) = e- l-T , t rt, (5.j.3)

ancì the probabilitv of a gap betleen successive vehicles of

l-ess than -ì- is ze?o,

However, this modified model does not comnensate at

al-I for intervehicular deoendence.

To overcome these shortcomings, Schuhl (t'lSS) proposed

his own model. He supposed that the entire set of spacings

between successive vehicles is a set of random and indeoendent

elements composed of tlo subsets. The first subset of spacings

apply to retarded vehicl-es which are under the influence of other

vehicles in the stream. As vehicles have a finite length, trvo

successive vehicl-es. in this set are senarated by a time interval

with a positive lov¡er botrnd,

The second subset of soacings apnl¡r to free-moving

vehicles not under the influence of other vehicles. This con-

dition exists under a variety of circumstances such as exists;

when the headway from the free vehicles to preceeding

vehicles is of tradequatert duration, when the free
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vehicle can pass withor.rt modifying its time-space trajectory

as it approaches Þreceeding vehicles, or lvhen a Dassing vehicle

has sustained a positive relative speed after passing, so that

the free vehicl-e can still operate as an independent unit.

Thus t_€
p (rr>r) =-1"-Ð4 + (r--<) .-t/tz (5,3.t)

where

P (fr>--t) = probability of a headway (tr) ) to the

rime (r);

group;

( 1-*<) = proportion of traffic stream in free-moving

group;

t1 = average headvray of retarded group;

tZ = average headway of free-moving group;

€ = positive lower bound of time spacing.

fn this model - which has been variously call-ed a

modified exponentÍal or a cornposite distribution the traffic
stream is not considered a singì-e-l-ane stream. Thus, the lower

Ìimit of the free headway distribution is zero because heaclr+ays

are being measured between the free vehicles occupying the adjacent

lane during a passing maneuver.

KeIl (L962) modified this model so that both the free

and retarded headwavs are represented by translated functions.
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If the traffic stream is a single-Iane stream, and headways are

meesured just between Successive vehicl-es in thab stream, there

must be real minimums for both the free and retarded headway

distributions.
Thus ' t-T t-r

P (ntt) :*4 ;W + (r-x) "-q+ 
(5')'5)

where
P (fr;t) = probability of a headway h greater than or

equal to the time t;
È( = proportion of the traffic stream in retarded

group;

(1-x) = proportion of the traffic stream in free-

movÍng group

T] = average headr'iay of free-moving vehicl.es;

'12 = average headway of retarded vehicles;
*¡. = minirnum headway of free-moving vehicì-es;

T = minimun headway of retarded vehicles;

e = 2.7L828.

This has been referred to as the composite negative exponential

d istribution.

5.t+ The Composite Negative Bxponential Distribution

fn selecting a headway distribution rvhich was suitable :

for simulation, it was necessêry that the clistribution be

conceptually sound and had been tested over an extensive

vol-ume range. AIso, the parameters of the distribution had to
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be solved in terms of volume.

The composite negative exnonential mode] proþosed

by Ke11 satisfied these reqtiiremeni-,s.

Recalling the form of the composite distribution (5.).5),

t-'l
P (fr>t) ="xe- Ç:f 1 (f-.¿) e-

t- /\.
T --^^1 â

The five parameLers -<r TI, T2rTr-í - are function. 
'

of traffic vol-ume. Kell reduced 15.3.5) to four unknowns using

the transformations

a= + ln(1-<) ,Tt-1
KI= Tt-I,
C='l +1n-(¡

T z-T
KZ= T 2-f "

Thus
a-rlK1 c-t /Kz (5.4.I )

P (rr7t) : e - + e

Using extensive field data, equations for the un- 
,

knownsin(5.4.1)wereempirica1tydete:'mined.Thus
Kl = t+827.9 ,I;lrn"

a =-.046-,000448V,
Kz = 2'659 'oo}2v, ^\c = þ-ro.5o3 +z"Bzg In v .r7) (lnv)z/ -?t

*This model ,¡¡as successfulty used by KelI (1963) in analyzing

intersection derav, and by Gerlough (1967) in analyzing the

performance of traffic at an intersection.
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where V : approach volume in vph.

Vühereas, the parameters of ( 5.4. I) have been sol'ved

in terms of volume, a simulation model requires (5.3.5).

Because{,4, and'í are inter-dependent, the asignment of a

value to one determines the other two, and it is impossible

to transfer equation 5.4.L back directly to (5.3.5).

The equatiol:s of these parameters are

7- = KI (a- In ( I--i) ) ,

J = K, (c-l-n-t) ,

I-={= e "-YKI,

e(= ..C-a/K2

KeIl found best agreement between the theoretical

curve and the observed data where .9<^(I.0 and L.2<:f <I.36.
However, attempts to determine ttanpropriatetr values of V and {

which would oroduce values of 1 anclf in these ranges proved un-

successful.d. It was decided that if.l.could be stated in terms

of approach volume, much of this difficulty would be eliminated.

'i.Since the traffic stream is a single-lane stream, and headways

are measured between Successive vehicles in that stream, the

mj-nimum headvray of retarded vehicles'Í must be less than the

minimum headwa-rr of free-moving vehicles Any vehicle

whose headway was less than À was no longer a free-moving

vehicle, but a retarcled one. Thus, the ranges proposed by KelI

for À and I are inaoProPriate.
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Dawson and Chimini reported that the balance betv¡een

free and retarded vehicles varies with the flow rate of the traffic

stream. That is as fl,ow rate increases, the proportion of free

vehicles decreases and the proportion of retarded vehicles in-

creases. To refl-ect this, they introduced linear coefficients

s{1 ando2 = (l- T) before each of the components of the hyper-

Iang function.

It was thus assumed:

I) that there was a l-inear relation between :(and

the approach volume,

2) that there was a maximum volume at which all

vehicl-es were retarded, ie. =(.=1,

3) that for the minimum approach volume, namely 0,

no vehicles rvere retarcìed, ie. ={=9, and the equation of this

Iinear relation passed through the orig,in.'i'

Thus

(: v/vmax (5.4.2)

where

-(= proportion of traffic stream retarded;

V = single-lane approach volume ( vph. ) ;

Vmax = maximum singl-e-lane aoproach volume (vph.).

,i.These assumptions ,,¡rere first oroposed by Adolf May (1965) and

Patrick Atho1 \L965) in their work eoncerning the headway

characteristics of free-moving and retarded vehicles.
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To further substantiate the Iinearity of the relation-

ship between these two quantities, linear regressions u¡ere ap-

plied to two sets of data used by Dawson and Chimini. For data

from the Highway Capacitv l¡lanual, the coruelaLion coefficient

between the ratio of retarded vehicles and the approach volume

b¡as .98, while for data from a study by Purdue University, the

coruel-ation coefficient u¡as ,96. Thus, it remained to determine

an appropriate value for Vmax in order to apply equaLion 5.1+"2.

Greenshields \l-9l+7 ) measured the headway between

successive vehicles, queued at a stoplighto as they entered the

intersection after the light turned green. As the speeds between

successive vehicles became constant and equal to the vehiclesr

desired speed, the headways between successive vehicles tended

towards a consLant of 2,L """.'''
An establ-ished rel-ationship, under steady-state con-

ditions, is that
Vmax (Veh/hr) = 3600 ( sec

Minimum headrvay

and Vmax = 3600/?.I = l7l0 vph.

However, Hewton ('/) points out that a volume of I7I0
per lane for en entire hour will only be possible under

i-dea1 conditions. It is more probable that, due to

vPh.,

almost

'i'-Greenshieldsts work is widly accepted and was .later substantiated

with minor modifications, by lvlessrs lJrew and Pinnell (1962).

hr)
( sec/Veh
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marginal friction, uneven speed, etc., volume flow could not

reach this fig,ure; or if it did, serious congestion would result.

A practical maximum s'i,ngle-Iane approach volume was needed'

Since Kel-I, ifl solving for the parameters of his composite

distribution, analyzed volume rates ranging to almost 1200 vPh.,

it seemed appropriate to assign to this val-ue the maximum volume

of' a single-lane approach. In f'act, there 1s a strong body of

evidence to support this value as the maximum.

Drew and Pinnelf \ L962) studied the peaking character-

istics of trai'fic at signalized intersections. 0n L3 intersections

of Z-way streets with a speed timit of 30 mph., the highest

observed peak hour volume for a 2-Iane approach was only 126'l vPh"

whi.l-e the average peak hour volume for two lanes was 818 vpfr" In

facto the hiehest recorded 5-minute arrival rate was 129 vehicles"

This represents an hourly 2-lane approach volume of L5lrg vehicles.

APPIYing equation l+.2.4'i'

Left Lane Volume = .b95 VoI - .OOO15 Vol2.

where

VoI = Z-Iane approach volume (vph. );

then

Ieft lane voLume = l+O7 vPh",

right lane volume : I14I vPh.

'i.Recall that using (4.2.t+) the maximum possible volume in the

left lane is 408 vph., corresponding to a 2-Iane approach volume

of, Ió50 vph.
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O. K. Normann (lg6Z) discusses the collection of data

on 1ó00 intersections, during periods of peak traffic flow, by

the Bureau of Public Roads in preparing to update the originaì-

Highrvay Capacity l4anual-. 0f the volumes recorcìed at intersections

of Z-way streets, with no parking, the highest peak hour volume

for a 2-Iane approach was only ll+27 vph. The average 2-lane ap-

proach volume was I03¿'. vph.

As a final reference, the traffic volumes recorded by

Gerlough and \,üagner (lg6l) , in the preparation of their simulation

mocìel, were examined. Data brere col-lected from síx signalized

intersections of 4-Iane streets in California. The highest

hourly volume rate on a 2-lane approach was IflT vph. Applving

equation l+.2, )+

teft lane volrrme = J66 vph,

right lane volume E 75L vph.

fn J-ight of the above empirical evidence, the assumption

of a practical maximum single-lane volume florv of 1200 vph" was

felt to be quite realistic. Thus

s(= I V
mõ

(5.4 4 )

In order to use the composite negative exoonential

distribution to qenerate headways, it was necessary to determine

a range of sinqle-Iane approach volumes which satisfied the fol-

Ìolinq conditions:
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1) The volumes, while not exceeding 1200 vph., should

have a range sufficient so as to reproduce representative conditions

at a typical intersection. To simulate vehicular flow in the Ieft

l-ane, the lower limit of this ranfle must be substantially less

than l+08 vph,

2) Because negative headways are impossible, the

volumes must generate minimurn headrvays greater than zero. In

fact, the minimum headway of retarded vehicles 7 must be greater

than .5 sec.

)l The volumes must generate vehicul-ar headways such

that the minimum headway of free-rnovin¡4 vehicl-es is greater than

the minimum headway of retarded vehicles, ie. ?'.>7,

4) Patrj.ck AthoI Og6S) investigated the minimum

headway of free-moving vehicles, X . Ilxamininß '/afues rangÍng

from L.5 sec. to 3.9 sec., he noted that values of 2.O sec. or

2.5 sec. appeared to be the best choice. To accomodate as wide

a range of volumes as possible, it was decided to set the rnaximum

vaÌue of À at ).5 s€c.

5l Loeically, as approach voltrme increased, the mean

headrvaV of free-moving vehicles Tt should decrease. Indeed, the

data used by Dalson and Chimini bore this out. However, Pr€-

Ìiminary testing sholed that the equatÍ-on for T' wâs not strictly
monotonic decreasing over the entire range of aprrroach volumes.

After some critical approach volume, T1 began to increase with
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increasing volume râtes. Thus, a final- condition was t'hat

T- d T-. - for V- (V,.,'-I,i -I'i+I i i+I

A program was written which calculated the parameters

of the composite distribution based on volumes ranging from i'

IO0 vph. to I2OO voh., iD increments of I0 vph. using the

equations develooed b'¡ Kell-, âs weII as (5"10.3), only those
f.

volumes which satisfiect the abol¡e conditions were accepted as 
:l

being suitable for purposes of simulation. Table 5.! shows the ,,

single lane and 2-lane approach volumes finalllr selected, along '.

with the associated parameters of the composite negative

exponential rìistribution. The general trend and ranges of the

values -(,TI, T2,À, and/i- were felt to be in good agreement with

the data presented by Dawson and Chimini.

Though all these single-lane apnroach volumes satisfied

the orevious restrictions, sone of them represented only left-

Iane vol-umes while others represented only volumes in the right

lane" For example, aII volrrmes greater than 4OB vph. represented '

right-Iane volumes since, according to (4.2.1) , this was the :

maximum vehicular flow in the left lanen A Drogram htas written ':

which determined the corresponding 2-Iane approach flow rep- 
:ì

resented by these single-lane volume rates. The results are 
::

presented in table 5"2. ::



Table 5 "L

Single-lane Approach Volumes with Corresponding Composite Distribution Parameters

single
lane Vol.

2L7

3L7

4r7

5L7

6l-7

7L7

788

proportion
retarcled

s(

" r8I
.26t+

. 3l+8

.l+)L

.5Ll+

.598

.657

avg.
headway
retarded

ln,?

).497

).r5
2.94

2.78

2.62

2.47

2.35

m].n.
headway
retarcled

I

Kz=

'r-T
r.0gg

.87

.79

.71+

,70

.67

.61+

proportion
îrei:- ( r--¿)

2.398

2.28

2.L5

?"ol+

r.92

r. 80

L.7T

.819

,7)6

.652

.569

.l+86

. t+oz

.)l+)

avg.
headway
free

T1

20.65

1/+.8/l

11.96

to.337

9.)e
8. 82

8.7L9

m1n.
headway
free

^-

Kr=

r -).-1

1" i0

L.57

L.9l+

2.299

2.68

3.L2

3 .l+98

l.9"55

].3.27

10.02

8' 038

6 "7L

5.7 5

5.22L

+\tr
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Table 5,2

Approach Traffic SpIit into Left-Iane

and Right-l-ane Voltrmes.

2- ane approach eÍ't- lane ¡EñËÏãne
volume-vDh. vol-ume-vph. volume-vph.

520.5

5l+L

685,97

822.7

952.1+

to7 5 .9

1160. l+

)a) ,5

3L7

l+L7

5l.7

6L7

7j-7

788

5.5 Heaclwav Distribution - Local- Transit Vehicles

Having decided on the composite negati-ve exnonential

distribution to describe the headway of cars and trucks in the

traffic stream, it ,n,as then necessary to determine an appropriate

distribution for the headrvay between local buses in the same stream.

Whereas the negative exponential-'had originally proved an unsuit-

abl-e model-, it was nohr reasoned, that because the voltlme of bus

traffic itsel-f was very Iow, arrivals could be considerecì ranclomly

distributed and Poisson in nature.

A program was written which tabulated and analyzed bus

arrivals at 9 bus stops along a !-btock, 4-Iane artery. The street,

2t7

22/.+

268.97

)o5.7

335.1+

358 "9

37?.4
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Graham, is .ó miles long and accomrnodates ten bus routes, east-

bound ancl west-bound, having stops at every intersection. I)ata

for this Ðrogram was taken fron Ìvletro transit bus schedules.'i'

Two tvpes of anal)'ses hlere performed. The first,

individuall-y examined each bus stop along Graham. 0f the 2L

hours of bus service, the oeak 60-minute arrival rate rvas de-

termined. The distribution of arrivals throughout this peak

hour rvas then tested against the theoretical Poisson distribution

by means of the chi-square test of goodness of fit.'|":' For ea.ch

of the 9 bus stops, there rvas no evidence from which to conclude

that the distribution of arrivals differed from the theoretical

Poisson distribution. TabIe 5.) is a description of the bus stops

analyzed, along rvith the associated bus movement.

,i.This is not an uncommon r:ethod of obtaining information about

IocaI transit behaviour. ReiIIy and Seifert (lglO) usecl bus

company schedul-es in order to examine the Highwav Oapacitrl lvlanualrs

nomogranhs which clescribe the effect of bus stops at signaì-ized

intersections.

';.'i.0rigiñally, the analysis was performed using the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test for qoodness of fit ( Ostle ( f963 ) ) . Massey (tgSl)

suggests that this test rnay al,wavs be more nowerftrl than the chi-

square test, since it usually requires Less calculations and is

able to detect smal-l-er deviations from the theoreticaL distribut-

ions. However, modern consensus among statisticians is that the

Kolmogrov-Smirnov test should not be used when parameters of the

distribution need to be estimated.



Loca t ion :

Cross street
of Graham

Table 5.3

Local Transit Movement on 0raham Avenue.

l¡lain St.

Gary St.

llonald St.

Carleton St.

Kennedy St"

Edmonton St.

Hargrave St.

Smith St"

j,'ort lit,,

Direction
of Traffic

Flow

we st-bound

west-bound

west-bound

west-bound

lvest-bound

Type
of

Stop

lilumber of
Transit
Routes

Servic ed

far-
sicle

near-
side

near-
sid e

near-
sid e

near-
side

near-
side

near-
side

far-
sírle

i'¿i r'-
sll de

'I'otaI No.
of tsuses /Day

east-bouncl

east-bound

east-bound

e¿lsL-bounil

L 1!

L9)

bus lvlovem
Pêãtr-Hour
Bus Volume

L93

485

3t+2

t+63

375

¿+61

20

20

l+5

3z

l+l+

)l+

b3

)5

?'\

l'eak Hour
of Total

l+

I0. /+

10.4

9.3

9 .l+

9.5

9.L

9.3

().)

10. 3

375

2.2Lt

+
æ.
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'l'he second analysis was concerned with the distribrrtion

of bus arrival-s on Graham Avenue. Although Graham Avenue is

an artery with multiple ingress and egress points, it was now

being treated as a single holding area. Therefore, each bus that

entered l'rom any of'the cross streets during a unit interval,

namely one rninute, was tabulated as an arrival.

'fhe null hypothesis first tested was that the dls-

tribution of bus arrivals during the peak bO-minute period ap-

proximated the theoretical l'oisson distri-bution. Using the

chi-square test, the null hyoothesis was accepted on the basis

o1' the available data.'i'

Second, the distribrrti-on of bus arrivals throughout

the entire Oey was ana Lyzed. The arrivals were tabulated for

tir,le intervals of from one to five minuteso I'or each ot these

cases, the nuII hypothesis tested was that the observed dis-

tribution of' arrivals approximated the theoretical voisson

distribution. In aIl cases, the nuÌ1 hypothesÍs was ¿ìccepted

on the basis of the data.

tsased on the above results, the negative exnonentj-al

distribution is felt to be a suitable model for áescribing the

'kThe maximum number of' bus arrival-s l'or a ôO-minute period was

85. This renresented Wb of' the 9l+6 buses which entered Graham

Ävenue throuqhout the day.
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Thus,

P (tr>t) -

50.

distribution ot' time spacings. l{owever, because buses have a

tinite length, it is irnpossible to have two arrivals in the same

l-ane at the same time. Due to this, the shifted form of the

negative exponentíaI disbribution is felt to be a better theoretica]

mod e l.

Since buses are approximately 40r in l-ength, ât l0 mph.,

the minimun headway between successive arri-va1s -'f- is .9O9 sec.

Recalling the form of the shifted negative exponentiat distribution
l,-T

"-l-l , t2 T.

p (rr>t) = e-E-"9o9 , t2.9o9,
and the probability of a gap betr,'reen successive bu.ses of less

than .9O9 sec. is zero.

Finallv, it was necessary to determine a range of local

bus voltrmes suitabl-e for purÐoses of simulation. At most inter*
sections studied by 0. K. Normann (t962), Iocal bus vol-ume was in
the neighbourhood of 2/" of the total- peak hour traffic. RainvilÌe

et aI. (fe6f), in their ourn study, examined facilities for which

Iocal transit accounted for between I.2/" and 8.5/, of peak hour

apnroach volume.

Beeause the vol-ume of peak hour traffic on Graham Ave.

was not available, flo real comr;arisons between bus percentages

on this artery and those observed by llormann and Rainville could
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be made. I{owever, using the range of 2-Iane anproach volur¡es in

table 5.2 as reoresentative traffic flow, the peak hour arrivals

at bus stops along Graham Ave. varied from 1.7/" Lo 8,7/" of these

values

ft was decided, that local transit traffic ranging from

L.5/, to 8.5% of a 2-fane approach volume would be apnroprÍate for

Durposes of simulation. At the same time, aIl transit activity

would be restricted to ooerating in the right-hand curb lane.
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Chapter Six

VehicÌe Generation

ó.l- Introduction

The basic problem in simulation consists of sampling

from statistical distributions for which any associated prob-

ability must, by definition, be a fraction of unity. There are

at least four well known standard techniques for generating

random observations (variates) from continuous probabÍlity

distributions. These are f) the inverse probability integraì-

transformation methocl, 2) the re.jection technique, )) the

composition methods, l+) the method of transforming other randorn

variabl-es. As a discussion of these different methods is
beyond the scope of this thesis, the reader is referred to

chapter 3 of Knuth (L969).

In this chapter, methods for generating the two dis-
trÍbr¡tions presented in chapter 5, namely the composite negative

exponential distrj bution and the shifted negative exponential

distribution, Are discussed. Functional rel-ationships developed

in chapter 5 are used, âs welÌ as values of vehicular lengths

determined in chapler 3.

fn section 6.1+, a method is outlined whereby headways

generated according to these tlo distributions may be success-

full-y merged to form a single traffic stream. A program der¡elope,:
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to test this procedure is also discussed. Because this method

is suitabl-e onlv for traffic streams of very l-ow vohlme Ìevels,

and even then only by chance, a procedure is required which

guarantees thaL a traffic stream composed of these two distribut-

ions is generated for any apnropriate vol-ume l-evel.' The develop-

ment of such an al-qorithm is presented at the end of this

section.

6.2 The Composite Negative Exponential- Distribution

Having decided uoon the composite negative exponential-

distribution to describe the headway betr,veen cars and trucks in

the same lane of a traffic stream, the next step is to generate

headways that fit this distribution randoml-v. Ke11 (WOZ)

provides a fl-ow diagram ol the generator he used in his own

simul-at,ion model ( see f ig" 6. 1) .

Kel-l is sampling from what is known as a mixture

distribution: ie. with probability c< a sample is drawn fron'¡

the shifted exponential distribution rvith mean Kr+A (x)-T Þ 0),

and with probabitity I- o( , a sample is drawn from the shifted

exnonential distribution rvith mean KI*ì. The shifted exoonential-

variate is generated bv a location ancl scale transformation of a

standard exoonenLial variate (say e) with rnean 1. 0f the several

avaitable methods for generating standard exponential varial;es ( see

Knuth (f969)), KeII uses a relatively sophisticated re.jection

technique. A similar re,jection technique is described by Knuth.



Random headr,vay generator (from Kell- ¡962))

R

N

; Random nnmber from uniform distribution

= Integer portion of In R

initially O

Generate

Rl= Fractional portion of ln R

h = Generated headway

(r--'J, KI , Kzr^-l are constants

from the di-stribution
P(rr>J) = (r--<) "-ff **"-ff

i=i+I

N=N+1

Ri-t> R

h=KItnR+tr

In R=N+RI

Generate
Ri* r

*f(r-

h=KZlnR+1

È
f



The clistrj-bution sarnpled is selected lvith

by first, generating a random number R and

aÞpronriate transformation denendinq llpon

R and (1- -{) . Thrrs, Kellt s algorithm may

55.

ttre correct probability

then branching to the

the reì. ationshin betr,¡een

be stal.ed as:

fig.6.2

Simplified random headway generator

f,=

ft=

Standard exponential variate

Random number from uniform

d i stribution

þ= Generated headway

d, (1--() , Kl ,K2'a'T are

constants from the distribution
t- a* t-T

P (r,2t¡ = (r-*() e-T1 +-(e-E-

enerate an obser-
ation from the ex-

ponential distrib-
tion with mean I

generate R
(a random number)

(on (o,r))

n: (r-x)

h=KI)i<B+ )* =liz,i,E+f
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In examining fig. 6.I it was noticed that each time

the routine is entered, a new starting value begins the sequence

of pserrclo-random numbers which ultimately generate only one

headway. lùhat is required is that the pserrdo-random numbers

be lteratively generated frora entry to entry, until, sây, âD

hour of heaclways is produced. Thus, a particul-ar volume of

traffic can be reproduced.

An improved flow diagrarn for the generation of stand-

ard exoonential variates which incorporates the above modification

is presented in fig. 6.3. ft shoulrl be noticed that, unlike

the florv diagram used by KeII, fig. 6.3 incorporates no sub-

scripting. The basis of the met,hod is that the algorithm

generates both the inteqral part of E ( tfre standard exoonential

variate ) and the fractional part of E indepenclently by two

re ject j-on methods.

KeIl found that, using his method, different hourly

voLumes of traffic were generated for a requested volume rate,

depending upon the random number used to begin the hour of

generation. Becau.se of this variation, he felt that the analysis

of the simulation output woul-d be more comnlex,

To overcome this, a program rvas written to obtain

random numbers that woulcl produce volumes within a certain
tolerance (+2% an¿ -I/,) of the desired voÌume. KelI then tested

each successfulì-y generated cìistribution against the theoretical
clistribution by means of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of goocl-

ness of fit. Vihen this test was successful, the time into the

next hour of the last vehicle, and the time preceding the end



E: Standard exponential

variate

R= Random fraction from

uniform distribution
N= fnteeer part of E

initially 0

fig " 6.3

Standard exponential variate generator

Generate
a random
number R

Rfirst=

Swit ch=

Fractíonal part

ofE

Logical switch

initially .True.

ff = l,l+1

Generate a
new random

mber R

true

rcurr

switch =
. not. sr,vitch

switch

st: rcurr

false

rlast=rcurr

E=N+ Rfirst

vr\)
o
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of the hour of the last 12 vehÍcles were output. These tirnes

were usecì to order the random numbers to ensure continuity

and volrrme accÌtracy. Sufficient random numbers for a particufar

vol-ume u¡ere ordered and used as simulation input to provide the

desired number of hours of simulation.

Two things are noticed about the above nrocedure.

First is the use of the Kolmo¡1orov-Smirnov test of goodness of

fit. As nointed out in chapter 5, the general- consensus amongst

statisticians is that this test should not be used in cases

where the parameters of a distribution need to be estimated.

fnstead, the chi-square test is recommended. Second is the

selection of onlv those random numbers which wouLd begin a

generation of volrrmes within a particular tolerance of a re-

quested volume. Kell initially assumes a random distribution
of headlavs and then attempts to do away lvith this random

element. \,{hile one can apprecíate Kel}rs attempt to simp}ify

the analysis of his outout, complexity alone is not sufficient
justification for the shortcut which he attempts to use.

6"3 The .Shifted I'legative _Exoonential Distribution

In a like manner, ít was necessary to randomly generate

headways that fit the shir-ted negative exnonential distribution

which Cescribes l-ocaI transit traffic. This can be accomplished

usinr{ the inverse nr"obabilitv integral transf ormati-on method.
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Reca}ling the cumulative form of (5").3),
>k

r (rr;t) = .- # .L

where

i = average headway, sec;

/) = minimum possibile headway between successive
(/

transit arrivals, sec"

Usínq a location and scale transformation of a

standard exoonential variate, and the fact that if E=-l-n Rr

where R is a random number on (0,I), then E is a standard

exponential variate,

r = T + (t -rl) E,

and
t = fl - (e -n) ln R.(/ (/

t is a random variabl-e with the correct distribution.

6,4 Compatibilitv

There is one adclitional- uroblern which needs to be 
I

dÍscussed. Following the use of the flow diagram in fig. 6.2,

to generate headways which conform to the comoosite negative l

exponential distributJ-on, and the inversion method, to generate

headways which conform to the shifted negative exponenti-al 
.ì

distribution, one is left with two sets of random numbers. It, is i

now necessary to determine if these two distributions, so generated,

are mutuall-y compatible.

rkThesymboITíssubstitutedfortheprevious1yusedsvmboI.l."a
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Because the basic philosophy is to interject transit
vehicres inLo the main traffic stream, mutuaÌ compatibirrty
means:

Tbi T"j>r..jr,
and

T" j*t - Tbi )> Lb. . 'r

where

Tbi = arriva] time of ith bus;

T"j = arrival- time of jth car or truck;
Lbi_j= minimurn headway between the ith bus ancl the ,jth

car or truck;
L",ji= minimum headway between the ith car or truck and

the ith bus.

As a test of this final condition, a program vras

written which generatecl vehicle arrivals according to the composite

distribution, and generated 1;ransit traffic which conformed to
the shifted exponential distribution. For both, the chi-square
test of goodness of fit was appì-ied to test the generat,ed dis-
tribut,ion against the theoretical distribution.

'i'It is noted that
Tbi. = IIbi + Tbi_l and TbI - Hb1,

T"j = Hc. + Tc. 1 and t.L = H.t.J ,l-
where

Hbi = headway of ith bus;

Hc. = headrr'ay of jth car or truck.
.J
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The program usecl a 2-lane approach volume of

56B.BL9 vph. 0f this, the volume of buses was I+8"349'i' vph.

while the volume of cars and trucks l.¡as 520.47 vph. Since

brrses \"Íere restricted to operating in the right lane, it was

only necessary to generate car ancl truck traffic for this lane

to test the merging of these two streams. Car and truck traffic
for the curb lane was 303.47 vph.

Parameters for the composite distribution:
s"( = .253 ( 1- l) = .7 t+7 Kl = L3 .87

Kz = 2.295 7- = L.5z J = .B9U .

Parameters for the shifted exnonential distribution:
f¿= io/t+t+ = .gog ¿ = 36oo/4g.ib9 = 7;.t+5g.

To test the compatibilit,y of the trvo distributions
more rigorously, it was assumed that, in aII cases, the vehicle
preceecling the arrival of a bus was a truck of maximum length"

Thus Lc** = I.14':.';' for al-l j,i. AIso, since all buses are
,J J_

approximately 40t in length, Lbi,j = .9O9 for alL i,j.

'i'To make the test more rigorous, locaÌ transit traffic accounted ,

for 8,57, of the 2-Iane approach volume. This was the maximum

percentage suitab.ì-e for simulation (see section j.5) .
'

l'{'fn section 3.4 it hras noted that a wor}rable range of values for Ì
the lengt,h of trucks is z}t to 50t. Thus, ât lO mph., a truck of
maximum length represente<ì a headway of I. 14 sec.



62"fig.6.l*
Tri-distribution random headrvay generator

R= Random number from uniform

d istribution
Standard exoonentiaÌ variate

Generated heacìr,vay

= Prob. of sampling from dist.
with mean Kt+ 1-t

f,:

h:

4p

p ¡.-e'q)= Prob. of samoling from

dist" with mean Kr+T
(t- B )= Prob. cf sampling

2

from dist"
v¡ith mean K3rÍ3

generate an obser-
vation from the ex-
ponential distrib-
ution r¡ith meAn I

generate R
(a iandom number)

(on (o,r))

R: ( t--¿)v (}-þ)

=Kl':.E* 11h=oJ't'E*T j=Kz'l'E*T
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Using the procedure outlined above and comnaring

different sets of hourly bus traffic to sets of car and

tnlck traffic, it was found that hourly rates of local transit

vehicles and corresoonding rates of car and truck movement can 
.:

be generated which are mutually compatible.

However, it should be noted that the two lane approach

volume used to test this procedure is qrrite lorv. As the volume :

of car and truck traffic increased, it became increasingfy 
:l

difficult to find hourly rates of bus movement which hrere com- '¡

Þatible r^¡ith car and truck traffic. Sets of bus movement

which were comnatible, were so by chance alone"

l,Vhat is requirecl then is an algorithm which gives the

composite distribution for cars ancl trucks, and the shifted

exponential distriburtion for buses, ancl whi-ch guarantees, a

priori, that minimum headways wiIl be achieved. A diagram of

such an algorithm is presented in fig. 6.1+. Here, the mixLure

distribution is further exploited to include three headway

distributions. Thus, with probability -{ þ ^ 
shifted exnonential i

,i

distribution i^¡ith mean Kt*ft is sampled, with probability l
(1-=<) É a shifted exDonent,ial distribution with mean K"+T" is

Lt-

samoled, and r^¡ith probabilitv I- þ ^ shift,ed exponential-

distribution v,,ith mean K3+T) is samplecl.
;l
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CI{APTIiR SEVEN

SPEBD

7,I Introduction

Here the desired or target speed of vehicles in
the traffic stream is examined. This value is important

in characteriz,i.ng a roadrvay since much of a driver?s

eval-uation of a roadway depends on the speed at which he

can operate. (By the same token, the speed at which a

driver can onerate depends on his evaluation of the noadway. )

fn addition, the value of a target speed is
required in the evaluation of other relationships in later
chapters. Thus, in chapters 5 and 6, it is usecl to
determine the val-ues of headv,rays corresponding to vehicurar

lengths. In chapter L2, most of the signal timing methods

examined depend upon a value of the target speed.

7,? Definitions (Uigfrway Capaciry l4anual (fq6¡ ) ) :

Speed--the rate of movement of vehicul-ar traffic or of
specified components of traffic, expressed in miles per hour.

Spot speed--the speed of a vehicle as it passes a specified
point on a roadway.
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Medial friction--the retarding effect on the free flow of

traffic caused by interference among traffic uni-ts

proceeding in opposite directions.

lvla.rginal friction--the retarding effect on the f'ree fl-ow of

traffic caused by interference of any sort at the margin of

the highway.

Stream friction--the retarding effect on the free fl-ow of

traffic causecl by mutual interferences among traffic units

proceeding in the same direction. Confiicts are caused

primarily by differences in sizes and speecls of traffic units.

7.) Discr¿sqlq4

In most simulation models, âs each vehicle is

generated, it is assigned a desired or target speed. A

vehicle, ol-aced on a lane approaching the intersection, iS

assigned a current speed equaÌ to its desired speed. All

vehicles attempt to maintain this speed, unless otherwise

impeded by traffic conditions.

This approach was used by both Gerlough and ltlagner

(tg6l ) and l4essrs Buhr, l4eserole, and Drew ( fge g ) i.n their

simulation work. Speeds were pseudo-random numbers

generated so as to be normally distributed.

However, while there is sufficient evidence to

suggest that the distribution of spot speeds along a roadway
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is normal (Traffic Engineering Handbook (1965), Gerlough

(196¿r), Drew (1968)), this forl-ov¡s as a fosical

consequence of vehicular interaction. The mean and standard

deviation of speeds decrease as the flow increas,es. At low

volume rates, speeds depend almost soleIy on intersection

signalization and midblock marginal frictions, whiIe, ât

higher flows, stream frictions restrict attainable speeds

(Highway Capacity Manual (1965) ).

However, there is no evidence to suggest that

the target or desired velocity of a vehicle is normally

distributed. Indeed, Lewis and l4ichael (1963) postulated

that aII vehicles operate so as to minimize their delay"

Thus, aII vehicles in their simulation model attempted to

travel at an average velocity of 30 mph. or ¿141 f sec.

This convention ulas also followed by James KeII

1n both of his traffic simul-ation models (lgOZ, 1963). In
addition, since all buses operate according to prescribed

time schedules, they are even more incl-ined to maintain the

maximum speed allowable under the speed limit.
Thus, for purposes of simulation, all generated

vehicì-es wou1d, upon introduction onto an approach J-ane,

attempt to operate at the average speed ü:30 mph. Though a

vehicle would be affected by the presence of other vehicles

in the strearn, iri no case would I be exceeded.
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CHAPTEIì EIGHT

ACCELERATIOI{ AND DECELERATION

8. Ì Introduction

fn this chapter, the maximum potential rates of

acceleration and deceleration are investigated for the case

of oassenger cars, trucks, and focal transit vehicles.

These rates would not necessarily be explicitly included

in a simulation modeI. Much of the spectrum of vehicular

behaviour at an intersection invol-ves a tracking or

following process. The acceleration and deceleration rates

inherent in such b--haviour can be described by the stimulrrs-

response equations of car fol-ì-owing t,heorv. The maximum

rates of acceleration and deceleration play no real part in

the applicatíon of these equations.'i'

However, they are important for making qua\itative

judgments about other rel-ationships and for evaluating

other quantities. Thus, in chapter I0, the maximum rate of

v¡ft should be noted that, in most nodels, if the acceleration

or deceleration rate calculated bv one of the stimulus-

resnonse equations exceeds the maximum rate of acceleration

or deceleration, the maximum value is used.
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acceleration becomes a useful criterion for judging the

reasonableness of results presented by t'4i1ler (1968)

concerning driver reactio¡r to the amber signal. Later, iD
chapter L2, the maximum rate of deceleration becomes a prime

consideration in determining an appropriate val-ue for use in

evaluaLing the nondilemma yellow period.

8.2 Passenger Cars

According to the Traffic Engineering Handbook (L965lr,

practical values of deceleration used in everyday traffic
conditions rarely exceed B to g ft/secz. A deceleration rate

.aof lIt /see' is considered undesirabl-e, but not alarming to

passengers. At decelerations of 14t fsecz, packages slide off
the seat, and the 'occupants of the vehicle find this rate

uncomfortable. Decelerations of ZOt fsec? ^r" used only in

emergencies rvhile, at decelerations above this va1ue, the

occupants brace themselves to avoid being throrvn off the seat.

Aside: Vehicles beÍng stopoed by brake action are

decelerated by t,he force of friction between tires and road.

The maximrrm amount of braking force 1s limited by the maximum

coefficient of friction, f between road surface and tires.
Deceleration caused by braking is equaÌ to )2.2 f. At a

speed of 30 mph" and on dry pavement, f C- .62. Thus, maximum

deceleration is approximately ZOt fsecz.
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In fact, Saal and Petring OgSl) found that, aI-

though about 98'/, of passellger vehicles are capable of

deceleration rates greater than ZOt /secz, only JO/o are

capable of deceleration rates greater than 30'/secz. Rates

greater than this are rnechanica.lly possible, however only

rarely would they occur under everydaY traf.fic conditions.

Unfortunately, not as much data are available

concerning maximum acceleration rates. Data presented by

the Ford lvlotor Companv (Traffic Bngineering Handbook ( fg0: ) )

showed that the maximum acceleration rates of 196) passenger

cars vary frorn 8.8t/sec2 for a compact 6-cyi-incler car with

automatic transmission to Lt+.93'/r""2 for a low-priced 8-

cylinder car with standard transmission. These values

generally support the research of Beakey (f938) who found

that tynical acceleration rates are approximately half the

value of deceleration rates"

8.3 Trucks

tsy their very nature, trucks have different
operating characteristics than passenger cars. Greenshields

(to47 ) found that Lrucks, on the whole, travel more s]-orvly

than the rest of the vehicles in the traffic stream. Also,

trucks require greater stopping distance and tend toward

lov¡er uniform rates of deceleration than passenqer cars.
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Data gathered in New York City indicates that the maximum

rate of decel-eration f'or trucks is approximately 9t f secz

(Greenshields ( I947) ).

The Traffic Engineering Handbook 1L965) depicts the

percentage of trucks capable of a given or a greater deceleration

rate. Different graphs are presented for different types of

trucks. Because the types of tnrcks range from very light

Z-axLe trucks to trucks and full trailers with 4, 5, and 6

axles, it is difficult to cieterrnine one value as a maximum

deceleration rate. Hohrever, using the graph of heavy 2-

axl-e trucks as a.n average, 9C/" of al-I such trucks are capable

of deceleration rates greater than LJt /sec?, whil-e 5Vo are

capable of deceleration rates greater than 2)t /""c2.
Surprisingly, virtually no research results have been

publ-ished concerning the maximurn acceleration capability of

t¡'ucks. lJata which is available mostly the lrrork of Deen

\l-C57¡ and Greenshields (194?) - concerns the normaÌ

acceleratíon performance of trucks from a standing start.

Because such acceleration rates average around 2t / secZ to

3' /sec2 (Greenshields \L9t+7), Traffic ttngineering Handbook

( f965 ) ) , it was felt that a maximum acceleration rate of

approximately LO'/sec2 would be appropriate.

8.1+ Loc?_I Transit Buses

'I'he lack of information concerning the operatin¡3

characteristics of local transit vehicles rnakes it dif'ficult
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to determi-ne accuratel-y their maximum acceleration or

deceleration caoabilities' Greenshields (1947) observed'

that between five and ten feet from a stop, 1;he maximum

average deceleration for buses is about 6.)t /"""2. I''urther-

more, the cumulative distribution of maximum cleceleration

rates f'or a sampl-e of' buses shotnrs that the lÍmit of' bus

deceleration is lO.5t /sec?,

Unf'ortunately, IitLle importance can be attached

to these findings. Greenshields examined only a limited

number of buses, and the decel-eration ability of transit

vehicles has undoubtedly improved since he conducted his

study.

V/hat is interesting, horvever, is that the operating

characteristics of both buses and passenger cars anproaching

a stop apnear to be extremely similar. fn fact, there is

reason to believe that the deceleration capabilities of the

two are roughly cornparable. A maxirnum deceleration rate of

approximately ZOt /sec2 s""ms representative of IocaI transit

vehicles.

lVhile a high rate of deceleration is often necessary

to avoid an accicìent, sel-clom is there a similar need for a

high rate of acceleration. In addition, it must be remembered

that a bus accelerating too quickly from a stop can result in

in.jury to passengers standing inside the bus. For this reasont
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it is suspected that the maximum rate of acceleration for local-

transit vehicles is quÍte low"

Tests conducted by VJestern Þ-lyer Coach Ltd. on L96

of their buses produced two sets of estirnated acceleration

curves (see f igures B. I and 8.2) .'i' Frorn these data, the

maximum rate of acceleration was 6'fsecz. l'lhile it is realized

that different bus manufacturers produce buses with differerlt

operatinq characteristics, t,hese data provide a representation

of the acceleration caoability of l-ocaI transit vehicles.

'i.The Metropolitan Cornoration of Greatcr Vlinnipeg maintains a

transit fleet suppì-ied by ltiestern Flyer Coach Ltd., General

Motors Ltd., and lvlitsubishi. No comparable acceleration curves

are availabl-e for either G.lvI. or I'litsubishi buses.
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CHAPTEII NINE

LE¡'T TURN GAP/LAG ACCEPTANCE

9.I Inlfed'rqEiqA

When a left turn is made at a signalized intersection,

one or more Ìanes of opposi-ng traffic are crossed. The opposing

stream is eval-uated and a time interval selected r,vhich is con-

sidered long enough to cross safely into the cross street. The

interval for this maneuver is known as the acceptable gapfLag.

Early field observations designed to exami-ne this

ohenomenon were concerned primarily lvith stop sign controJled

intersections. It was not until Dart (fgOg) conducted field

studies to determine left turn characteristics that this

phenomenorì \^râs thoroughly investigated for signalized inter-

sections. The results of his work, along with the results of

earl-ier studies, are presented at the beginning of section 9,3,

wherein gap accentance is discussed, and section 9.10, which is

devoted to l-ag acceptance.

Some researchers found it sufficient to exarnine only

the average values of acceptecl tinre gaps /tags, wltile others

scught to deLermine a distribrrtion which characterÍzed this

phenomenon. To this end, the log-norrnal distribution rvas widely

investi¡iated. It emerges as a generalized form for describing

gap/Iag acceptance. The latter parts of sections 9.) and 9.1+
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are devoted to these studies and their results.

The shortage of information concerning gap/tag

acceptance was very apparent in the case of trucks. The

results of relevant studies which were available are presenteC

at the beginning of section 9.5, The latter part of this
section is devoted to a procerìure whereby the gap/Ìag ac-

ceptance mechanism may be successfully modelled for the case

of truck traffic.
Together gap and lag acceptance form an important

char¿:cçeristic of left turning traffic and have a severe

infLuence on intersection capacity. If t,he average gap/tag

accepted by left turn rrehicles is very short, through traffic
is forced to decelerate to avoid a collision. This increases

delay to through vehicles and reduces the capacity of the

intersection. Conversely, if the average gap/Iag acceoted

is too long, Ieft turn vehicles themselves endure undue dela¡r

in the intersection, ancì consequentl¡r delay other turning and

nonturning vehicles in the same stream. Again, the inter,qeciion
capaeity is reduced.

In a simulation mode}, when a left turn vehicle reaches

a point'l near the intersectÍon, â decision is made probabilj-stic-

¡tGerlough (lg6Z ) ca1led this point, the start-free-Ieft-turn
position" Though its exact Iocation depends upon the geometry

of the intersection, it corresponds approximately to the near-

side boundary of the cross-wa1k.
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ally whether to accept or reject the lag in the opposing

stream, A lag is considered rather than a gap because the

first gap encountered is unirnportant. The Ìead vehicle , which

made up the gap, may have passecl long before the turning

vehicle bras positioned to execute the turn.

If t,he lag is accepLed, the vehicl-e continues through

the turn, If re.jected, the vehicle begins stopping at the

eonstant rate required to stop at the l-eft-turn waiting point.

Thereafter, the driver views each time gap in the opposing

stream and, when an acceptable gap is found, the vehicle

negotiates a delayed left turn.

Ke11 Ãg6Z) outlined a table-lool<-up procedure to

determine gap/lag acceptance. VJhen a gap/lag of size x is
presented, the probability of its acceptance is obtained from

a table of probabilit',¡ values. A random number (betroeen 0 ancl

f ) is generated ancl compared rvith the nrobabilit-v value. Tf

the random number is larger, the gap/lag is rejected; otherwise

it is aceented.

In sections 9.) and Ç"b, tabl-es of nrobability values,

drawn from log-normal clistributions, are Þresented. These tables

are thought to be suitable for deterrnining p,ap/lag acceptance in

an actual simulation model.

Using Kel]ts procedure, there is a chance that a gap of

a certain size wil-I be re,jectecì, while one even shorter will later be
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aceepted. Bissel-l- (fgóO) found this occurred for about

5/" of vehicles observed, while Dart (fq08) recorded this as

occurring about LU/t of the timeo{'

9.2 Def initioqq (Greenshields (f9¿*7 ) , Lewis and

Michaer Ã963), Darr (19ó8), Drew (1968)):

Gap--the time interval between the leaving of a noint by one

vehicle and the arrival at the same noint by the next succeeding

vehicle travelling in the same direction" I4easurements macle

are from the rear of one vehicle to the head of the succeeding

vehic le.
Lag--the time interval between the arrival of one vehicle on an

aporoach and the arrivaL of another vehicle on an opoosing

approach at a point of conflict. The point of conflict is the

intersection of the centre lines of the trr¡o vehicle paths.

Critical gap--the size of the gap whose number of aecepted

gaDS shorter than it is equal to the nurnber of rejected gaps

longer than it.
Critical fag--the size of the lag whose number of accepted Ìags

shorter than it is equal to the number of re.jected lags longer

than i-t"

{'It must be remembered that each driver can reject only one fag,

while he can re.ject many gaps. Thus, the phenomenon of a driver

accepting a certain time interval shorter than the one previously

re.jected does not apolv to ì-ag acceptance.
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Acceptable average - minimum time gap (nlt'iC)--that time gap

which wÍll be accepted b-rr more than 5q" of the drivers.

Acceptable average- minimum time tag (nnm,)--tfrat time lag

which will be accepted b¡r more than 5q'of the drivers.

9.) Passenger Car Gap Acceptance

Most previously concJucted ¡Iap acceptance studies

have not specifically considered Ieft turns at 4-l-ane signal-

ized intersections in the central business district. Kaiser

(f951) analyzed 158 left turns at a stop sign controlled

intersection" He found the smallest gap accented was ).75 sec.

while the Ìargest gap re,jected was l+.75 sec. The critical gap

was l+.25 sec. At a similarly controlled intersection, Clark

(fg6O) found a critical- g,ap of 3.2 sec.

The critical gap observed at a stop sign controll-ed

intersection rvould not, horvever, be the same as that observed

at a siqnalized intersection. A vehicle, executing a left turn

from a stop sign, intersects the paths of vehicles approaching

from the left and converges rvith those coming from the right.
In short, t\^ro different types of gaos are involved. At a

signalized intersection, his movement intersects only the oaths

of on-coming vehicles.

Apparently, only Greenshields Ã947 ) chooses to

aclinor^rledge the distinction between the tv¡o types of gaps
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encoì.rn¿ered at a stop sign. He found that the acceptable

average-minimum gap for a crossing maneuver waS 6.1 Seconds

whiIe, for a converging maneuver, it was 4.I seconds.

By contrast, iletz (L967 ) analyzed 260 left turns

at a ll,-lane siqnalized intersection, and obt'ained a crltlcal

gap of 5.5 seconds. A more extensive field study was con-

ducted by Dart (f9Og) at a l+-lane signalized intersection.

He considered four types of gaps in the opoosing stream.

There \^rere two types of lane gaps, ie., gaps formed bv two

successive inside-lane vehicles or two successive outside-Iane

vehj-cles" In addition, there tvere tr^Io tyoes of offset EaPS¡

ie., gaps formed by a vehicle in one lane trailed by a vehicle

in the ad,'jacent }ane.

Although the sample size of each tyoe of turn was

small, there did aÐDear to be evidence that a gap formed by

an outside l-ead and an inside lag (known as a Type 4 gap) is

more }ikely to be accepted than any of the other t'¡nes of

gaps of the same size. Dart did not determine critical values

for the different types of gaps. However, from the cumulative

dístributions, it is noted that the AAlilG for a Type 4 gap is

aporoxirnately 3.75 sec., âs comoared to l+.9 sec. for the other

tyoes of gaos.

Using the critical gap conceot, some researchers as-

sumecl rtraiting drivers evalrrate each intercar SaFr turning if the



qap is greater than sorne nredetermined time gap T. A more

realistic model- was suggested by Herrnan and l'/eiss (fg0f ) who

associated with each time gap t, a gap acceotance orobability

P (t)" Thus, there exists a probabilitv P (t) that a driver,

faced with a gap t, âccepts it and comol-etes his turn.

Drew ( fq0g ) presented several representative forms

of gao acceotance distributions, including the log-normal

distributions. Thls distribution, in particular, has been

found to províde the best description of the gan acceptance

phenomenon.

Bissell (fg6O) coll-ected and analvzed data for those

vehicles Ìeaving a cross street under stop sign control. He

found that the gaD acceniance distributions were of a 1og -

normaÌ form. The distributions are shov¡n in fig. 9. I. An

80.

independent study conducted in

Australia verified these find-
ings.

i These studies provided

å KeIl (1962) wirh rhe imperus ro

; conduct his own investigation.

Analyzing over 500 field obser-

vations on 2-Iane 2-way streets,

he found the }eft turn gap

acceptance distribution given in

clistributions at a stop sign.
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tabl-e 9.f, and pointed out the log-norma] nature of these data.

Later, Gerlough (lg6Z ) cleveloped a fog-normal- orobability

distribution for left turn gaD acceptance from data suoplied by

KeIl (see table 9.2). These data r^¡ere modified to apply to a

4-lane siqnalized intersection" Unfortunately, Gerlough does

not exolain what these modifications are, or by whatcriteria

they were apnlied.

Tab1e 9.1

Gap Acceptance on Two-Lane, Tr.vo-Way Streets

rze umulative umulative
sec ) Acceptin Acceptin

ze
)sec

D

t

1.O

1.0-]"5

L.5-2.O

2.O-2.5

2.5-3.O

)"o-3"5

3.5-l+,O

I.4
LO.2

r8.3

3L,3

50.0

6tn.6

4.5-5.O

5.O-5.5

5.5-6.O

6.0-6.5

6" 5-7 .o

7 .O-7 .5

7 ,5-B,O
.ìÕ"

9l+.7

96. l+

97.9

g8.z

98.5

99.)

99, t+

100.00- i+. 85.

mean = j.Z7

nlike Darr ( rçOg

a mon g different types of

agreed. Betz acknowleclged

to a certain extent on the

st. dev. = I.13

), Gerlough did not distinguish
gap f ormations . Betz Ã967ìr

that élap acceptability depend s

Iane nosition of on-coming cars
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However, he also felt that itcletermining different acceptable

qaÞs for different positions of cArs in the throupçh lanes

introduces unnecessary comnlexity. tt

This is debatable. If the consequences are detri-

mental to a model then cornol-exity alone is not a sufficient

reason to sacrifice realism. However, because so little in-
formation is availabl-e concerning different gaÐ acceptance

distributions for different gap formations, using one dis-
tribution to describe the entire range of gap acceptance

cÍrcumstances is, íf not justifiable, then at least excrrsable,

In all probabil-ity, the net effect of such a decision on a

simulation moclel is slight.

Table 9"2

Left T urn Gap Decision Probability

Ga Size Probabilitv of Ga Probability of
c Aecenti nr¡ G Accentin t)

Size
sec )

3.0

3.O-)"5

3.5-l+"O

l+"O-b.5

lv" 5-5.O

5.O-5.5

5.5-6 "O

6.0-6.5

0

. f50

.)20

.520

.690

. B2o

.900

.950

6.5-7.o

7,O-7 "5

7 .5-8.O

B.o-8.5

B. 5-9. o

9.O-9.5

9.5+

.970

.986

.99)

.997

.998

.ggg

I. 000

mean = l+"35 st. dev" = 1.06
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f t was finally decicled that table 9.2, developed

by Gerlough, would be srritable for purposes of simul-ation.

There are several reasons for this decision.

First, the acceptable average-minimum time gap

for this distribution is approximaLeLy l¡.2 seconds. This

compares favourabl¡r with those values deterrnined by Dart

( 1968 ) for different types of gaps, but is greater than the

AAIúIG of 3.25 sec., used by Kel-Ì (1962), for a Z-lane Z-way

street ( taUle 9. I).

Secondlr', the variance is quite lov,'. Drew (fgbg )

f'eIt this is desirable in maintaining consistency of driver

behavior. Tn the field, consistency is important in achieving

a high degr:ee of safety. fn simulation models, it is
imnortant in nninimizing the effect of the gaD acceptance

phenonemonon the other interactions being studied.

ThirdIy, although Gerlough fails to expl-ain how he

modÍfied KeÌlr s cìata to meet the concìitions of his or,.rn moder,

the fact remains that Gerlought s model is highly compatible

wi1;h the one cliscussed here, namely an isolated, l¡-Iane,

bi-directional, signalized intersection. fn fact, it is the

only table of values in the literature which is totally
apolicable.

9 " l+ Passenfier Car Lag Acceotance

Much of the foregoing discussion on gap acceptance

ann] ies equall.y to the acceptance of la¡4s by moving, left turn
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vehicles. 'fhe main difference is the amount of information

available concerning a lag acceptance distribution.

Dart ( 1968 ) investigatecl two tyoes of lags; one

with the nearest opposing vehicle in the outside lane (fype

2), and the other rvith the nearest opposing vehicle in the

inside lane (Type 1). He found, for a given lag size, a

lower percentage of drivers accept the lag if it is formed

by an opposing vehicle in the outside l-ane, âs compared

with one in the inside lane. For a Type I fag, the acceotable

average-minimum lag was about 4.0 sec. while, for a Type 2 lag,

it wa s l+.5 sec.'i'

TabLe 9,3

Left Turn Lag Decision Probabil-ity

robabil-itv o
Ac ceotine Lae

1qÞ

c)eâ I
i
!

ty1
nceD

o
A

ize
SC

o
T^uc7

û

?
î
l-
(

3.0

3.O-).5

3 ,5-l+.O

l+.O-l+.5

b.5-5.O

5.O-5.5

.5-6.O

0

.030

" L24

.300

.530

.7)o

.860

6.0-6.5

6.5-l .o

7 "O-7 .5

7 ,5-8.O

B.o-8.5

B.

.9/,+O

.970

.990

.996

.999

1.000

mean r b"77 st" dev. = ,92

'l'These values were read fron distribution curves which Dart

visuall¡r fitted to his data, after attempts to fit different
mat;hematical distributions provecl unsuccessful. He clid, how-

ever, acknorr'Iedge that such clata usualllr tal<es a log-normal form.
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Using clata supnlieci by Ketl-, Gerlotrgh (lg6l ) constructed

a table of lag accentance probabil-ities from a log-normal-

clistribution (see table 9.3). The acceptable average-

minimum time lag for this disl;ribution was l+.69 sec. As

before, Gerlough does not distinguish between the different

lag forrnations.

For much the same reasons that the gap accentance

distribution determined by Gerlough was accepted, it was

decided to adont his lag acceotance distribution as we1l.

Wohl and Martin (1967 ) point out that determination of a

gap/lag in any particular situation shoul-d be based on an

emoirical studr¡, since the acceotable gan/Iag Iength

is probablv a firnction of driver and r¡ehicular characteristics,

ohvsical layout of the intersection, and genera,I traffic

conditions. In the absence of empirical data, these

gap anci lag acceptence probabilitr¡ tables offer the most

appropriate alternatÍves.

Truclc Gap/Laq Accenl,ance9.5

Lack of available information r,ml<es it impossible

to construct tables of gap and lag accepta.nce probability

distributions for trucks, similar to those adopted for

passenger cars" The only rel-ated research is that renorted

by Noblitt (tq59). He found gap acceotance for left Lurn
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truck cornbinations to be I.l+ to 1.8 times as large as the

required gap for cars, ancl L.2 to I.5 times as large as

the required g,ap for single-unit trucks. Ilnfortunatelv, it

is not known if this refers to signalized or unsignalized

intersections. In any case, this is harcllv a sufficient base

fron which to construct a gao acceptance distribution. A

different approach I^Ias el-ectecl. Gerlough (L967 ) clefi.ned a

Ieft turn waiting ooint as being one-quarter lfay through the

turn. From here a stopned vehicle analvzes gaps in the on-

coming traffic strearn. At this ltaiting ooini, a gap was

either accented or re,jectecl b¡r reference to the gaD acceotance

rrrobabil-ity table. However, Gerlough made no provision -for

a separate left turn flap acceptance distribution for trucks"

Dart ( fq6g ) further researched the position at

which a delaved left turn vehicle waits. He found that

59.6/, rvaited neaf the centre of the intersection, whiLe

32.5/, waited at a ]ocation about half-l+a¡r into the intersection

from the stop l-ine, ie. one-quarter wa-rr through the turn.

The Dercentage of vehicles which chose each position

is noL real-ly signÍficant, since onl¡r about I00 turns vüere

sarnnled. ldhat is Ímportant, is that there appears to be

rouqhlrr two different Ieft-turn wait positions.

hrith this in mind, the following is felt to be an

anpropriate nrocecl ure . In a s irr:ulat,ion mocl el , all pa Ssenger
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cars could be stopped at a waiting point one-quarter way

through the turn, while all delayed left turn trucks could

be stopned one-haff way through the turn. Compensation

could thus be provided for the greater length and ]on¡er

acceleration capability of trucks, without developing a

different gap acceptance probability distribution.
The problem of a lag acceptance probability dis-

tribution for trucks can be similarlv overcome. l',Ihereas

passenger cars decided either to accept or reject a lag a.t

a start-free-Ieft-turn position, trucks could make their
decision one-quarter way through the turn"
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cl{1lt)TIitì TIi[]

ne_Uonse to tne ¡m¡er Sig

IO. T Int,rocl uction

There is a problem associated with the amber signa.I

which arises wlten a driver is too close to the intersection to

ston safelv, and too far from the intersection to proceed and

Dass comoletely through before the red phase comnences. Thus,

an improperly timed arnber ohase leads to the formation of a

lrd il-emma zone. It

fn this chapter, the problem of the amber signal and

drirrersr resnonses to the amber are examined. An equatÍon

developed by Gazis et al-. (fç60) for eliminating dilemma zones

in the fiel-d is presented in the beginning of section f0.3.
Follorving this, the results of different research oro,jects

desiqned to understand driver response to the amber, and the

aonlicability of these investigations to models of simulation,

are presented.

uhile a reasonabl-e degree of research has been con-

ducted concernirrq this problem,as it relates to passenger cars,

almost no studÍes have been reported concerning the response of
truck traffic to the amber. This is discussed in section I0.4

and a method presented, rvhereby tables of distribution functions

deveì-oped for describing car behaviour may be modified to apply
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to truck traffic as rr¡êI1.

In section 10.5, the Iogic invol-vecl in modeÌÌing

this behavior, using mechanisrns presented in the previous

sections, is discussed. Separate attention is reserved for
the case of locaI transit vehicl-es, which are examined in

subsection IO.5,2.

10.2 Definitions (t4anual of Uniform Traffic Control

Devices for Canada (f960)):

Clearance interval (amber)--al-lov¡ (s) time for aporoaching

veliicles to stop in safety. The length...shouÌ.d be suf-

ficient to allow a comfortable stop frorn the normal approach

speed, and at the saine tir¡e, it should all-ow a vehicle, which

is too close to the intersection to stop safely, the time

necessarv to pass through the intersection before the apoearance

of the red.

f 0..3 Pas senqer Ca rs 
,l

Gasiz et, al (fgOO) presented criteria for constructing

an amber nhase rvhich r.vould eliminate t¡dilemma zones. rr They :

suggest that the .¡ell.orv period shoulcl be such, that a vehicle

which coul-cl just stcp (on seeing the .¡ellow light ) before entering 
::

theintersection,couldalsocontinueatuniformspeedandcroSS

the intersection just before the light turns red. This non'

dÍ]emma yellolrr period is
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(lo.3.t)

where

,f min -- minimum amber phase duration, sec;

à = reaction-decision-making time of driver, sec;

Vo = approach speed of vehicle, ît/sec;
W = width of intersection to be traversed, ft;
L = vehicle length, fti

d = constant rate of deceleration (in practice

this represenls the maximum average de-

celeration to which it is desirable or

practical to sub.ject drivers. ) , fL/secz,
Equation 10.3.1 ishridely accepted in publications of

signaÌ clesign" A summary of these publications, along with tlLe

val-ues which were assumed for parameters î , d, and L, is pre-

sented in table 10" I. In each oublication, charts are presented

for the minimum clearance interval- according to different
approach speeds and cross-street widths.

For purposes of simulation, there is still a problem

associated with the amber signal. If the lÍght changes to amber

as a vehicle approaches the intersection, a decision has to be

made as to whether the vehicle rvill- stop or not.

The first to investigate this problem lvas Greenshields

(L9l+7) who stucJieC those drivers forced to make close decisions.

Vo + W+L
2d Vo
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Table l-0.l-

Publications using Equation IO.3.l Along with

Assumed Parametric Values.

Publication
Parameter

ó
(sec)

d
(,f t/ sec?) (rt )

Traffic Engineering
Handbook (1965)

Manual of Uniform
Traffic Devices (f966)

I{ewton ( ? )

I

"795

L.5

L5

L2.l+L

g.B

20

t8. 13

He reasoned that, of the vehicles passing through an amber, the

Ìast is most lil<ely to have stooped, while of the vehicles

stopoing for the red, the first is most likely to have passed

through on the preceeding amber. The distance to the st,op ¡
t,l;

line,clivÍded by the speed of the vehicle when the signal changes
.]'

to amber, is the trpotential timetÌ to the intersection.

*Hewton considered intersection width as the greatest distance

a vehicle covered to be completely free of traffic entering

the intersection on the next ohase. Thus, vehicular length

L is included as part of the rvidth of the intersection.
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treenshields found that no vehicle whose tfnotential

timett was greater than ).99 sec. passed through the inter-

section, r+hile the ma,jority of vehicles passing through were

]ess than J.O Sec. from the intersection. Basica}l¡r, the two

grouDs \^rere distinct, having an overÌap around the three to four

second groups. Unfortunately, onì-y 47 close decision vehicles

t¡¡ere included in this study. Thus, tro accurate examination

can be made of the probability that a vehicle, caught in this

zone, proceeds through the intersection.

Another study was conducted by i{ebster (L959).

He constr¡-rcted a mock-un light signal wherein vehicles ap-

oroaching the light at soecific speeds, triggered the light to

the amber themselves. Þ'rom this somewhat artificial situation,

Webster ccnstructed a table showing the probability of stopping

for different anproach speecls (see table I0.2).

Perhaps the most

important investigation rvas

performed by Olson and Rothery

(L962). They obtained data

from intersections representing

low-, medium-, and high-speed

approaches, and found three

distinct probability dist-
ributions, each a function of the

distance from the intersection.

The curves representing these

Table I0.2

Proba.bilit'y of Cars Stopping as

a Function of Their Speed and

Distance From Signal At Onset

of Amberl

Speed

D5
zLO

lData from !'/ebster (f959)¿Probability of Stopping.
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distributions are shown in fig. IO.I. For comparisonr the

curves based on lVebsterrs data are also shown.

The distribution curves obtained by Olson and Rothery

were re¿dily adopted by KelI (L962) in his simulation of vehicular

deJ-ay at j-ntersections. However, since his work centered around

California, he renorted that acìditionaÌ data would be gathered

in this area to refine the distributions.
$/hat is curious, i-s that KeIl felt justified in

adopting these distributions at aIl. The functions p::esented

by Olson ancl Rothery are applicable only for vehicles travelling
at speeds of )O mÞh, 40 mph, or 50 mph. Ïf a vehicle travels

at some other speed, there is no way to determine whether or not

this vehicl-e stops when the light changes.

The problem is not that their study is too narrow,

but rather that excessive demands are being placed upon their
results, What Kell had overlooked tves the reason Olson and

Rothery had conducted ùhis research in the first place.

Continuing the lheoretical analysis and observations

reported by Gazis et al- (f960), they sought to determine whether

driver behaviour changes as a function of different amber phase

durations. Finding it does not, they intended to use their dis-

tribution functions to ad,just amber ohase settings to suit hurnan

performance. The scope of their investigation was adequate for
these intentÍons, however for purposes of simulation it was not.
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probabÍliby of stopping for three speed

based on lVebster data ( table I0. 2 )

0Ison and Rother./ based their findings on measure-

ments made in the fiel-d. lliller (fgOg) reports the work of

Viebster and Ellson who based their work on experiments. They

found that the proporti-on of drivers who stop mav be described

by

J = L2.5 losrod .2L25v - f/+ (10.3. 2 )

where

Y = the probit corresponding

drivers who stop;

d = distance of vehicle from

changed, fti

[ = speed of vehic]e, mph"'i'

to the proportion of

stop line when signal

By converting from distances to times t, table I0.3 was obtained.
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Table I0.J

Proportion of Drivers l'{ho Stop When They are l'/ithin t
Seconcls of the Stoo Line at the Si¡¡nal Change. I

I Values in paranthesis are associatecl deceleration rates from
d = Y/t (ft/see?).

Two things are noticed about this stud¡r. The first
is the use of the probit method in determining the proportion of
drivers who stop. The seiond is the extremely high rates of
deceleration associated with some of the entries in table 10.3.

In several cases, these rates approach the limit of vehicular

deceleration associated with everyday traffic conditiorrs.'i.'i.

'FA probit is a normal distribution transformation. The probit Y

corresponding to a proportion P is defined as the solution of

exp (-(x-5)2/z)/tW. dx (¡,iitter (1968))

'i'Ì'PreviousIy, in section 8.2, it was observed that the maximum

vehicular deceleration rate associated with everyday traffic
conditions is approximately )Ot /seez.

Y

P=J
-@

v
m.D.h. )

Time t sec

t+ ? 2+ 3

20

25

30

35

"003 ( 19.6)

.005 (zb.t )

. 001+ (zg .) )

.oo2 (34.2)

.126 (ltn.7 )

.160 ( r8.3 ¡

.l.t+3 (zz)

. og8 (25.t)

.526 (1r.7)

.585 (l).7 )

.556 (17.ó)

.467 (2O.5¡

.85t, (9.8 )

.886 (Lz.z)

.8Zl- (ttn.7 )

.8tB (tZ.r)

.g7r (8.¿)

.979 (tO. 5 ¡

.976 (12,6)

.959 ( tt*.7 )
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Rather than consider the probability of stopping as

a function of distance or travel time from the intersection,
Gerlouqh (196? ) comprrted the deceleration (ne¡¡ative acceleration)

rates required to stop at the stop line. In making these

computations, a I-seconcl reaction time was assumed. Using data

from Olsor'¡ and Rothery (t962) , and supplementing it v¡ith data

from several other sources, he noticed that the composite data

formed a single distribution (see table 10.i*). Plotting the

data on normal probability paper and using the probit method, âtr

excellent linear regression (R= .967) was obtained.

This distribution function was selected as being

particularly suited for describing driver resÐonse to the amber

in a simul-ation modeL. There are two reasons for this decision.

First, by presenting the probability of stopping as a
function of decel-eration, Gerlough removes the restriction which

limited the application of the distributÍon frrnctions developed by

Ol-son and Rothery. Second, by presentÍng a range of deceleration

rates which reflect the behaviour of the road user, rather than

the l-imitations of the vehicle, Gerlough offers a degree of
pragmatisni singularly absent in the experimenLs of lVebster and

Ellson.

10.1+ Truck Traffic
Gerlouqh never specified whether his amber decision

probabiliÈy table (ie. table I0.l+) was designed for truck traffic
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Table 10.4

Amber Decision Probability

Acceleration
at Stop Line

Reqrrired to Stop
( ti. ¡ s."z¡

Probabillty
of Stopping

-o

-I. OO

-2. OO

-3.00

-l+.0o

-5. O0

-6.0o

-7.00

-8. oo

-9,00

-10.00

- I1. O0

-12.00

-13.00

- l-l+. 0O

-15.0o

-16.00

- 17. 0O

-18.00

-19 " 
0O

to -O.99

to -I.99
to -2.99

ro -).99
to -l+.99

to -5.99

to -6.99

to -7"99

to -8.99

to -9.99

to -10.99

to -IL.99
to -L2.99

to -l-3.99

to -Ll+"99

ro -l.5 "99

to -L6,99

to -17.99

to -I8.99
to -19,99

1.000

O.991+

o. g8g

o.982

o.972

o "956
o.935

0.905

o.967

0" 820

o.762

o.700

o,624

o,5lr8

o.loó8

o.390

0.3r8

o "25o
0.190

o. I40
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as well- as passenger cars. If it was, then it suffers from

the same shortcomíng that characterized the worl< of trlebster

and Ell-son.

Table I0.l+ includes deceleration rates as high as

Zot f seez. I¡/hile this is rvell within t,he capabilitv of nearry

all passenger cars (98/' are capable of rates greater than this ) ,

onJ-y 5U/, of aII trucks can attain decel-eration rates this high.

Some modification of this decisÍon probabiÌ1ty table is required.

In developing table IO.l+, Gerlough alì-owed a 1-second

reaction time. rf this reaction time is not applied to truck
traffic, then stopning times are increased by one second ancl

lower cleceleration rates result.
Using the equation for uniform decel-eration motion

(finaI velocity is zero)

Vo = data,
or

ta - Vorld".

Vo = d,'t.n,
orlr

rT = vo/dr;

where

d" = deceleration rate for passenger cars , ft/secz;
dT = deceleration rate for trucks, ft/secz;
ta = time for passenger cars to deceLerate to a stoprsec;

tT = time for trucks to decelerate to a stop, sec;

Vo = initial velocity, ft/sec.
(vo is the average speed I = 4[t /sec. )
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Amber Decision

Table I0.5

Probability for Trucks

Acceleration RequireQ to Stop
at Stop Line (ti/secz)

Probability
of Stopping

-0 to

0.98 to

l.9I to

2.8] to
3.67 to

I+" 49 to

5.28 to

6"04 to

6"77 to

7"1+7 to

8. 15 to

8"Bo to

9"1+) to

-10,04 to

-l-O"62 to

-11.19 to

-II"73 to

-L2"26 to

-L2"77 to

-I3.?7 ro

o.g7

r.90

2. 80

3.66

4.48

5.27

6,o3

6,76

7 .1+6

8. r4

8.79

9 .l+2

-I0.03

-l-0.61

-lr. r8

-l-l- .7 2

-L2.25

-r2.76

-L3 .26

-r3.75

l_.000

o.gg4

0.989

o.982

o.972

o.956

o.935

o.go5

o.867

0. 820

o.762

o.700

0.621+

0.5l+8

0.468

o.390

0.3r8

o.25O

o. I90

0. I40
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Setting tT = tc+l,

lþ=þ+r.dTdcrr

Solving for d1:

dT=Vodc (ro. tn. 1)

Vofdc

Apolying (I0.i*.f) to the upper and lower class bounds

of the deceleration rates of table t9.l+r shifts these bounds

by the amount of o3 / (&4+dc) (see table IO.5).

The maximum deceleration rate in table I0.5 is
L).75'/secz, a rate rvell- rrithin the capabiì-ity of more than

9q, of heavy 2-axle trucks. Though most trucks are capable of

deceleration rates greater than this, these arerequired for only

a very smaLl percentage of driving situations.

10.5 Logic

I0.5.I Passenger cars and truck traffic
In modelling this behavioural pattern, the deceleration

rate reqrrired for a vehicle to stop at the stop line is calculated

when the signal changes to amber. Using this rate, âû amber

decision probability table is entereci and t he probability of

stopping is obtained. A random number (between 0 and f-) is
generated and compared with the probability value. If the random

number is greater, the vehicle proceeds; if less, it stops.
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Initial-ly, onl.y a vehicle first in line on an

aporoach is considered. If this vehicle proceeds, then tlre

second-in-line vehicle will be examined. This process continues

until a vehicle is found which stops. 0f course, aII vehicl"es

behind it stop as well.

The above procecJure apolies to both passenger cars

and trucks. The former coulcl refer to an amber decision prob-

abíIity table (say table I0.4) :-n deciding whether to stop or

proceed, whiJ-e the latter wot¡ld ref er to a shifted table of

probability values (say table I0.5).

LO.5.2 Local transi-t vehicles

The resDonse to the amber signal by loca] transit

vehicles depends upon the tyne of bus ston. Two basic tynes

of stons were felt to be âPnropriate for simulation: Lhe near-

side curb stop ancJ the far-'side curb stop.

Aside: There are two other types of stons, namely the mid-block

bus stoo (a relatively common type) and the mid-street platform.

The latter was felt to be too specialized to be considered and

the former was felt to be irrelevant, the intention being to

examine the behavior of traffic at an intersection, not in the

midclle of a block"
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I) l-lear-side crrrb stop

The near-side curb stop is l-ocated at the curb on

the approach in aclvance of the intersection proper. V,lhere

brrs volumes are appreciable, this type of stop has a greater

aclverse effect, on intersection capacity than a far-side stop.

Both right turns and through rnovements are affected (Higfrway

CapacÍty l'4anuaI (1965) ) .

fn a simulation mocìeI, all buses approaching the

intersection would stop to load and unload passengers,

regarrJless of the status of the traffic signal. fn fact, buses

which stop during an amber or red interval, combine traf'fic
signal delay with delay due to loading and unloading. This

improves the overall- transit operation.

It is necessary to clarify one particular situation.
Suppose, in a simrrlation modeÌ, a bus completed its service

operation and was about to depart when the light changed to

amber?

In this case, the bus v¡ould remain stationed at t he

stop until the light again changed to green. Such behaviour

is felt to be reaÌistic. Buses possess a poor acceleration

capability, and thus would be unable to cl-ear the inter-
section in time.

2) Far-side curb stop

The far-side curb stop is located at the curb im-

mediatelv beyond the intersection proper on the straight-
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through exit from the approach under consideration. The

adverse effect of this type of stop is due primat'ily to buses

pul}íng back into the moving traffic lanes, nol due to the l-oss of
that space which they occuplr during loading" The Dercentage

of turning traffic is also a ractor. lVhere streets are wicje

and turning movement high, the Ìoss of volume due to the turn-

ing rnovement sometinnes nullifies any adverse el't'ect (ttighway

0apacity l4anual ( 1965 ) ) .

ff there is a dif'f'erence in resDonse to the amber

signal between IocaÌ transit buses and passenger cars, then

surely it is a function of'the dif'l'erence in their lengths.

l)eceleration capability is also a f'acLor. However, as pointed

out ear.l-iere the deceleration ability of the two is approximately

the samer

As noted in sectÍon 3.') , an approximate range f'or pas-

senger car lengths is 15' to 20t " By contrast, aII buses are

approximateì-y l¡0r long. The actual effect of this difference

is not knor,vn. However, if these vehicular l-engths are sub-

stituted into (I0.3.I), and al] other factors are assumed equal,

the dif'ference in the rninimum amber time is approximately .5

seconds.

There is another factor to consider. Buses approaching

a far-sicle curb stop need to clean the intersection before l-oad-

ing and unloading passengers. Thus, there is an urgency ass-

ociated with crossing the intersection which is not present in the
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case of passenger cars in a similar situation. In addltion,

if the intersection is cl-eared on the amber, Lhe service

operation can be conducted whil-e traffic on the approach is

stopoed for the red signal. If the light as yet has not changed 
f

when the bus finishes servicing the stop, the bus can continue

withoutthedifficu1tvofmergingintoamovingtrafficstream.

Thismoti-vationaIfactorcompensatesfortheeffect

of the difference between the length of buses and the J-ength of I
,,

passenger cars. Therefore, i-t was decided that table I0.4 could be ,.

apoliedtothecaSeof}ocaltransitvehic1esapproachíngafar-

side curb stop"
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CH.APTER EI,EVEN

TURNING PER}-ORMANCE

II.1 Introduction

Here, the maxÍmum speeds associated with turning

maneuvers for both cars and trucks are examined" Values used

by several researchers are presented and an example of the

type of conflict which can occur between intersection design

and vehicul-ar operating chara cteristics is il-lustrated. In

section 11.3, part of the logic involved in simulating

turning maneuvers is briefly outlined.

UnÌike many of the variables and parameters

discussed in oreceding chapters, the values of the turning

speecls decided herein are not explicitly required for

determining relationships in other chapters. However,

chapter I1 is important because, along with the discussion

concerning left turn gap/Lag acceptance ( chapter p) , it
forms a necessary component in the treatrnent of the problems

and characteristics associated with turning naneuvers'

I1.2 Discussion

In his símul-ation modeI, Gerlough (L967 ) supplied

the turning radii as innut data" Using the centrifugal force

equilibriurn formula, he computed the maximum speeds associated

wÍth right turns, free left turns, and delayed left turns.
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Thus,

where
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(lr.2.r)

maximum turning speed, ltfseci
radius of horizontal curve, îti
acceleration of gravitv, ft / """2;
superelevation in feet per foot of horizontal

width;

f= coefficient of side friction.

v=

aAtr

e=

Setting g= 32.2t /secz, €=o, and f=.3'i'

o = ;l 9. 66o. (Lr.z.z)

However, by relying on this functional- rel-ationship, Gerlough

created an unnecessary cornplication.

In one particular silnulation run, Lhe free left
turn radius was 50' , while the right turn and delayed Ìeft
turn radii were 30t. The maximum turning speeds associated

with these radii were 22t /sec. and L7t /sec. r€spectively.

The probl-em is that trucks, because of their length, require

a wider turning radius than passenger cars. A medium-sized

truck 30t long and making a 90o turn, requires a turning

radius of 50' (Traffic Engineering Hanclbook (f965)).

'r'The 95 percentil-e turning speed is associated with 1=.3 for

medium low-speed turns (American Association of State

Highway Off icials ( f95¿* ) ) .
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Theoreticalì-y, then, the trucks in this simrrlation run can

execute only free left turns.

To allow truck traffic unrestricted turning move-

ment, the minimum turning radius has to be 50t. Right turns

require a shorter turning radius than l-eft turns. Thus, the

Ìeft turn radius had to be greater than 50r - say 7Ot .

Substituting r = 70' into (11.2.2), results in a maximum

turning speed of 26t fsec or 18 mph. Such a speed is both

excessive and unrealistic.
The solution is sinnply to assign maximum vehicular

speeds to the different turning maneuvers. This does not

Ímp1y that maximum turning speed Ís not associated with the

radius of the turn; but that the relatÍonship is tacit in

nature, not a controlling factor. The intention is not

to design an intersection, but rather to simulate traffic
behavior at one.

In fact, Gerloußhts approach is unique. Lewis and

Michael_ (1963) assumed equal turning speeds for both l-eft and

right turn maneuvers" The maximum velocity at the turn point

a ooint approximately mldway through the turn - blas l-5t fsec

or l-0.2 mph. fn both the simulations conducted by KelI (t962,

1963), vehicles turning right slowed to B mph. while those

turning left slovred to 9 mph.
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The Traffic Engineering Hanclbook (lgeS) supports

these figures. Here, the speed of turning manetrversrunder

nearly aII conditions of turning radii and vehicul-ar types,

ís l-isted as l0 mph.

The only other available research is that conducted

by George (1952). He examined the generaÌ characteristics of

left turning Dassenger vehicles at rural and urban stop sign

controlled intersections. Trucks rvere not inch.rded in this
study.

For the turninS¡ maneuvers discussed herein, however

Georgel s work is not applicable. In his study, the speed of

the turning movements varied from zero, ât the start of the

turn, to a desired speecì, ât the end of the turn. This

desired or tangent speed l^/as measured at a point where curv-

ilinear motion became linear motion. Because these turning

vehicles were accelerating to merge v¡ith cross-street traffic,
the soeeds recorded were higher than speeds observed at

signalized intersections. The mean tar¡¡et speed vres about

16 mph.

For purposes of simulation, it was decided that

the maximum sneed aooropriate for right turning and delayed

l-eft turning passenger cars is 9 mph; wh1ì"e the maximum speed

for free left turning cars is l0 mph.
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Because of their greater Iength and poorer opera;-i.:t4

characteristics, turning trucks are equivalent to IÈ passeiger

cars (Greenshields (t947), l'Iebster (196b), Viohl and I'fartin

(lg6l)). Thus, the maximum speed for right turning and de-

Iayed left turning trucks is 6 mph., wh1le the maximum speec

for free left turns is 7 mÌlh. These values were felt to be

suitable for simulation.

1I.3 Logic

fn a simulation model, turning vehicles undertake

a fixed turning schedule at the intersection. Each turning

vehicle aporoaching the intersection is examined. If its
current velocity is greater than the maximum turning veloci'.i',

the vehicle begi.ns slowing to the maximum turning velocity,
until reachlng the start turn nosition. Maximum turning sceed

is maintained throughout the turn o '

the foregoing does not imply that all vehicles

make their turns at maximum speed. Some are affected by

other queued vehicles such that they turn at speeds consider-

ably lower. Hohrever, in no case, are these maximrrm turning

speeds exceeded.
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CIIAPT]!R TWE],VE

TlìAFI'-IC SIGI'IALI ZAT I0N

Lz.I Introduction

The primary function of traffic signals is to

alterna.te the rieht-of-way to various traffic movements at '

,'

anintersection.Insodoing,theyexertaprofoundinffuence
on traffic flow and operate either to the advantage or dis- "'

advantage of the vehicles they control-. A nroperly designed

installation provides for orderly neovement of traffic and

increases the traffic handling capacitv of the intersection
(Traffic Engineering Handbook ( f965 ) ) .

Inthischapter,trafficsigne}ization1sexamined

for its relationship to simuLation. The components of a

trafficsignaIsystemaredeterministicinnature.Functiona1

rel-ationships between the input variables (approach volume, 
,,,

speed, etc" ) and the signal times are constant. In other words, .'

one and only one signal tirne will occur for a particular set of i

va1uesofinputvariab1es.Becauseofthis,signaItimingis

the easiest element to control in a simufation model. fn ad- 
,:

dition, the profound influence of signal timlng on the behavior

of vehicles within the intersectÍon makes it important that 
:

sißnaI times be optimall-y selected.
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The ob,jective of signal timing is to alternate the

right-of-way tretrveen traffic streams so as to minimize both

averaqe delay to all vehicles, and total delay to any single

group of vehicles. l'/hile long cycles accornrnodate more vehicles

per hour, cycles longer than necessary produce higher avera¡Te

derays (rett (198) , lvebster (t966) ) .

Stopped vehicles at a traffic light do not instant-
aneously enter the intersection at minimum headways when the

light changes, but rather incur a starting delay. In addition,

the clearance interval of each phase is not fully utilized.
Thus, over any time periorì, a short cycle with a greater number

of starting clelavs and clearance interval-s produces more lost

time and accommodates fewer vehicles.

Conversely, a long cycle is effi-cient only when there

is a constant cìemand during the entire green period on each

aporoach. As cycle and green periods lengthen, the probability

of a demand during the latter portions of the green decreases.

Vehicles rvaiiing on the corresDonding red phase now incur greater

del-ay. In aÌì-, a hiqher total delay resul-ts. Thus, âtr optinalìy

timed si¡lnal irnplies the shortest cycle and nhase time which

provides orderly traffic movement and stiII occasi-ons the lowest

average delay.

There is a distinction to be made between analytic
studies and simulation studies. In analysis, suitable algebraic
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equations are usecì to explain particular relationships. Variables

are related in precise mathematical terrns from which val-ues

may be determined exactly. llowever, most situations in the

reaÌ world are rrery complicated and cannot be represented

exactly by tractable mathematical moclels. The procedure then

is to anply mathematics to ideaf situations to obtain approxi-

mations having only the important features of t,he real phenomena.

Providinq the approximations are verified by exoeriment and are

close to the real phenomena, they have important applications

to simulation moCel-s. Some of these applications r^¡il1 nov¡ be

discussed "

Analytic formulations are composed of combinations of

mechanisms. The relative infl-uence of a particular mechanism on

an anal,ytic form indicates the importance of the mechanism to

the phenonenon rr'hich the form characterizes. Therefore, analytic

equations suggest directions towards which sÍrnulations shoul,d

progress.

For examol-e, the nondilemma. yellow period determined

by (ro"3.l) is
íímin=ô*H !V+L,VO

If the perception-reaction time I :'= incremented by

an amount K, the clifference to'Í min is K sec. However, if

vehicul-ar Ìenqth L is incrementecl by this same arnount, then the

dÍfference to î-min is K/Yo, which is less than K for Vo)I.
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Therefore, there is an indication that, in studying

driver reaction to the amber signal in a simulation modeI, an

understanding of the effect of driver perception-reaction time

is more important than examining the effect of vehicular Iength.

Analytic studies are important to simulation because

they suggest optimum control policies. fn order to optimize a

traffic system in a simulation moclel, a criterion must be es-

tablished to determine the quality of the operation. The measure

of effectiveness inherent in the criterion of optimization must

be exþressed as a function of the mechanisms entering into 1;he

problem. Because the different timing procedures were developed

with the intent of optimizing particuLar service conditions
(ttie degree of conqestion or de1ay, the length of the queue, the

probability of a vehicle being stoppecì, the average number of

vehicles stopped, etc.), and because these service conditions are

expressed as functions of oarticular mechanisms, t,he timing

procedures are impo::tant for suggesting the tyoes of statistics

necessary for determining an optimal policv of signalization.

Besides suggesting the mechanisms relevant to a

method of traffic signa1izaLion, analytic studies srrggest the

t1¡ne of data to collect ancì analyze in orcier to optimize a

simulation model of a traffic system. The methods of collecting

this data and sone of the probl-ems involved in this co]lection
process are examined in section l-2.6.

In previous chapters, most of the mechanisms reler¡ant

to a policv of optimal traffic signalization have already been
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presented" In chapter l, vehicular lengths are examined.

Vehicles are not noints but physical entities which possess

leneth. AS apnroach volumes near capacity and intersections

become conr¡ested, the distributions characterizing vehicular

behavior change. The distribution which describes vehicular

headways nou¡ rerlects a greater proportion of retarded

vehicles. The propolîtion of the traffic stream in free-moving

groups approaches zero. Vehicles are no longer able to change

lanes freely nor travel at their desired speed. The traffic

streann becomes simply a line of vehicles which must be directed

through the intersection. Anv traffic timing procedure should

account for this mechanis¡r,

The acceleration and deceferation of cars, trucks,

and buses is examinecl in chapter 8. Both these mechanisms are

necessary connonents of an appropriate timing Drocedure. V/hen

a traffic licht changes to green, waiting vehicles incur a

starting delay which is, in nart, a function of the acceleration

of the lead vehicle" In adclition, a portion of the amber is

unused clue to the first vehicle in l-ine stopoing before the red

signaÌ. This lost time is a function of the deceleration ability

of the stoooing vehicl-e. Any traffic timing procedure must

account for these }ost times,

The reaction-decision r:akiñß r.ime is another important

mechanism. For a vehicle fÍrst in 1ine in a queue, the reaction-

decision time is the time beLween the beginnin¡¡ of the green

signal and the beginning of the vehiclel s forward motion. For a

vehicle apnroaching an intersection, it is the time taken b¡r the
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clriver to react to the amber signal in deciding to stop. There-

fore, âs a relevant comnonenL of the lost time per cycle, it is

a necessarv mechanism in signal timing.

The speed of vehicles approaching Lhe intersection is

discussed in chapter 7. Vehicles approaching an intersection

at high speeds must be qiven sufficient time to stop on seeing

the arnber signaÌ. If the amber is Loo short for vehicles to

stop using norma] rates of deceleration, then these vehicles will

attempL to cross the intersection before the red. This is a

dangerous situation and one to be avoided if possibl-e.

The wiclth of the intersection is also important for

determining the len65th of the amber" The amber light must be

long enouqh to al-low vehicles whÍch cannot stop, the time neces-

sary to continue at uniform speed ancl cross the intersection
before the light turns red. This time is a function of both

approach speed and intersection width.

ltlhen a signal Lurns ¡lreen, the first vehicle incurs

a starting delay and is then follorved by the rest of the querrecì

vehicles movinq at nearly equaÌ time headrvays. Thls pattern is
cornplicated bl¡ com¡nerci aI vehicles. Because of their greater

Ìength and qenerally lower acceleration abilit',¡, conmercial

vehicles require more time to clear an intersection than do

passenger cars. Some acì.justrnent must be incorporated into any

timing procedure to account for this.
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The characierisl;ics of turning vehicles are dis-

cussed in chapters 9 and ll. Turning vehicles require more

time to clear an intersection than straight through movement-s,

particularly when blocked by other vehicles in their path.

They, in turn, block o'-her vehicles in the same lane. VJhen

traffic is light, there may be little blocking but when it is

heavy, the bl-ocking may continue to the end of the green phase,

forcing turning vehicles to proceed on the yellow or even into

the beginninq of ttre red nhase. Thereforer âtry timing procedure

must pr:ovide some adjustment for the effect of turning movements.

FinaÌIy, it is necessary for any traffic signalization
policy to account for the oattern of vehicul-ar arrivaLs at the

intersection. This mechanism is thoroughly examined in chapt-s¡ 5.

Using averaf{e arrival rates is not satisfactory since, in some

cycles, more than the averaqe number of vehicl-es 
"r¡irrê. 

These

vehicles woul,d then be unable to pass through the intersectj-on.

Congestion would result.
llhile anaì-ytic sLudÍes have contributed much towards

a better unclerstanding of traffic ohenomena, there is a need to

supnlement these studies using sinnul-ation. As explained earlier,

analysis describes onl-y the .gross features of a system, based on

icleal situations and a oarticular set of input mechanisÍis.

Mechanisms which are easily measured are usrrally considered the

trindependent variableslt while those v¡hich are difficult to

measure are considered the ridependentrr ones. This is an over-
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simplification of the problem as, in fact, there is no sin¡¡le

ttdepencìent variablerr, I{echanisms react in a complex fashion

and a change in one resul-ts in a combination of changes in the

others. These changesr in turn, further affect the behavior of

the first.

In traffic control, seldom can the mechanisms of a

svstem be reDresented by a single deterministic value. l4ost,

mechanísms must be represented by a stochastic variable which

has a sÞecified distribution of vaÌues if the results are to be

realistic. fn simuÌation, random sannling is applied in finding

the occurance of events" Realisrn is provided by aÌlorving

probabilistic events to occur randomly (Drew (f,168)). Tliese

random characteristics have a consiclerable effect on the micro-

behavior of traffic and through sirnulation, we are abl-e to examine

this behavior, Traffic can be represented in the quantities

desirerl and of the particular chara cterisl;ics desired. f nformation

on the probabilitv distribution of an outcome can be determinecl,

rather than just the measures of central- tendencv ancl dispersion

as obtained in analysis"

fn section L2"), a brief description of ma,jor anal-ytic

traffic signalization investigations is presented. For each,

particular atLention is ¡¡iven to the relevant mechanisms used

ancì the performance criteria optimized. On1y fixed time si¡5na1-

ization is discussed.'i'-

'i'Fixecl time signals direct traffic in accorcìance with a single
predetermined time schedule, or series of such schedules (Traffic
Engineering Handbook (f965) ).
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In developing a simulation model- of a signalized

intersection, it is important that a signalization procedure

be used rvhich provides for orderly traffic movement and minimizes

delay" In the field, signaÌ times are not set arbitrariJ-y but

are set in accordance u,ith an established signalization procedure.

fn the same hrayr a suitable signalization procedure should be

i-ncorooraLed into a simulation model. Apart from providing a

degree of realism by using such a procedure, the fact is that

it Ís not sufficient to set cycle times and phase times arbitrarily.

Signal- times must change in accordance rrith apnroacli vol-umes and

the onerating characteristics of traffic. This can onlv be ac-

complished by an aporopriate timing procedure. Otherwise, con-

gestion will occur, ancì the inter-relationships examined v¡i]I be

severlv distortecì.'i' To this end, a comnarative evaluation of

the ma.jor traffic signalization methods is conducted in section

L2"4 to cleLermine a orocedure sr-ritable for simulation.

l'/hile section l-2.) is devoted to examining only fixed

time signalization methods, there is another important signaÌ-

ization policy which is highly suitable for examination by

sirnufation. This signalization policy is known as traffic

actuatecl. In section 12,5r we discuss traffic actuated signals

and their application to simulati-on.

'i'This is assuming that one is not examining the effect of traffic

signals on a particular phenomenon.
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L2.2 Definitions (Traffic Enrineering Handbook (t965),

Manual- of Uniforn Traffic Control- Devices for Canada

(rs00)):

Traffic control signal (traffic signal)--any power operated traffic

control device, except a sign, by ivhich traffic is warned or

directed to take some specific action"

Right,-of-u¡ay--the privilege of the immediate use of the roaclway.

Phase--a part of the total time cycle all-ocated to any traffic

movement, or combination of traffic rnovements, receiving the right-

of-way during one or more intervals.

fnterval--any one of several divisions of the time cycle during

which signal indications do not change.

Cycle length (ti-rne cycle )--tfre total time necessary f or one

complete seqLìence of signal indications.

Clearance interval--the time of displav of the signal inclication

follov'ring the rigìrt-of-way interval.

Green interval--the portion of a signal nhase during which the

green incl i catio¡r is d isplayed "
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L2,) l4aior Analvtic fnvestigations

L2,3.L Preliminar'/ remarks

V/hil-e a number of timing methods have been developed,

too often, they are presented in'lcook booktÌ form and there is

l-ittIe opÞortunit'r to anal¡¡ze the assumptions from which they

were developed. For example, Davicìson (1961) presents a set of

cycle capacit.r probabil-ity design curves for use in traffic

sienal tining. IÙo related theory accompanies these curves.

There are, however, several major analytic investigations

which are v¡eII documented and t,horoughly exnlaj.ned. These lvill

nor'¡ be examinecl.

The purDose of this section is to show what r¡echanisms

are accountecl for and to find what criteria for oplimization vrere

used (ancl hence, t{hat data lr'oul-d need to be co}lected ).

ì'2.3.2 Websterr s method 
.,

Dealing with the ranclorn na*,ure of traff ic flow, ,,

Vlebster (196ó) determinecl ec{uations for Lhe average delay per ì

vehicle (and total- intersection delay), the approximate cycle

Iengith Co r,r'hich minimized tofal intersection delay' average 
l

queue length, and the probability of queues reaching some maximum ,,i
value.

subsequently, Bone, Martin, ancl Harvey (1962)',t'- developed

,i.\,Vebster first publ-ished his results in L958. A more cornprehensive

publ.ication fol-]owed in L966. It is this subsequent nublication

v¡hich is referenced herein.
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a general approach to sig,nal design. This included: I) deter-

mination of the yellow period, 2) consicleration of vehicle

performance, )) apportionnent of green time, [) cletermination of

cìeIay, 5) determination of queue Iengths, 6) determination of

the probability that vehicl-es cleared the intersecLion upon first

encountering the green nhase.

These v¡ill- norv be discussed briefly. The length of

the yellovr period Ì{as determined from (tO.3.f)" As such, most

of the mechanisms important in the design of a signalized

system are herein incoroorated, narnely speed, vehicular length,

intersection r,vidth, perception-reaction ti-me, and vehicul-ar

cleceleration.

fn orcler to account for the presence of commercial-

vehicles and turnin¡1 movernents, actual- vehicular volurnes are

increased. Volur¡es are now in terms of ilequivalent passenger

car units.tt Admittedlv, this is an apÐroximate procedure,

but does seern to supplv satisfactory resulls. However, l'Vohl-

and tvlartin (tg6l ) point out that if turning vehicl-es have

unusual- characteristics, this should be exarnined separately.

The élreen time ar.'ailable for vehicul-ar movement is

the cycle time minus the Ìost tine (time lost ¡¡etting queued

vehicles moving and lvhile vehicles clear the intersection).

This effecl;ive time is distributed among the phases in direct
prooortÍon to the volune on each nhase. To determine the actual

length of the green phase, the }ost time is added back.
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To exar¡j-ne the performance of vehicl-es rvithin the

intersection, and to evaluate the signal timing, tr/ebster

determined expressions for the average delay per vehicle,

the queue length at the start of the green, and the length

of the queue equalecì or exceedecl 5/' of the tirne, The queue

length is an inclication of the delay incurred by vehicl-es in
the queue.

!/ohl and Martin (tg6l) lett that clrivers who are

delayed more than one c¡rcle becorne irritated by the delay and

inevitabl-y retarcl other vehicles as lve11. Thus, the probabiJ-ity

of a vehicle entering the intersection on first encountering

the qreen is a measure of the cornfort and convenience associated

v¡ith a signal setting. Ïfebster outlinecl a method to determine

this probability on thc assurnption of Poisson distributed arrivals.
Aside: It is noted t,hat r,he assumption of Poisson

arrivals does rtot account for the variability of arrivals with

tirneo As volumes increase, vehicles adopt shorter headvrays as

thev overtake slov¡er vehicl.es. Under this bunching condition,

vehicufar behavior becor¡es nonrandom anci the assumption of
Poisson arrj-vals wiÌI be in error. (This is full-y discussecl in
Chapter 5) "

To select a cycle lvhich optimizes vehicular performance,

a number of al-ternative cycles are analyzed. The cycle which

optimizes a ma.jorit¡r of the performance criLeria (average delay
per vehicle, naxi-nrum queue in 19 out of zo cycl-es, average queue,
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and probability of ent,ering intersection on first green) is the

one selected.

Examining ltiebstert s method, one notices that al-I the

mechanisms relevant to an optimum timing procedure are incorporated

herein. As rvel-I, lVebster is particularly conscious of the inter-

reaction between c'/cle tines and performance criteria, seeking to

optimize as many of these criteria as possibì-e. While his as-

sumption of random flov¡ can be criticized, Vi ohl and Martin note

that random florv can be assuned for l-ow vol-umes, although some

studies incìicate that ver'/ high flows, but not meclium fl-ovrs, are

also random.

I?. .3 .3 Bell-is t s method

Betlis (fçeO) devel-oped an equation for the time for a

car to move a given distance fron the stop l-ine after a light
turns green. Thus,

r = Pl,r+E,jlv/*L(N-r@) (rz.j.r)û* E

where

f = time after the beginning of the green signal to

arrive at the distance !o', sec;

p = reaction-decision making time, sec;

Iif = I\ïttr vehicle stopped in line;
E = acceleration conslant;

{J = approach speed, mph i

!l = distance fronr stop l-ine of first ca.r, ft;

L - front-to-front spa.cing of standing vehicles, ft.
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Additionally, Bellis assumed vehicular arrivals to be

Poisson distributed. Initia}ly, a cycle }ength is assumed and

the expected number of arrivals for a probabilit''¡ of "95 are
::

computed from r:'

l,I ^_e^x
"95 = àiit* (rz.3.z)

:

where :l

e = average arrivaJs per cycle i.

= VC;

V E volume, vehicl-es/sec;

C = cycle length, secn

For different average flor,'¡s and cycle lengths, the maximum

number of vehicles expected per cycle can be computecì for any

desired Ievel of probability"

Bellis accounts for the level of service in two ways.

First, he computes the number of vehicLes to be cleared during 
.,

thegreenforaprobabiIitvleve1of.95.(0bvÍous1y,heis

making an assumption about which level- of service is most economica]). :'

Secondly, a Ìevel of service is implied by setting the green tirne

long enough r.o cl-ear all expected arrivals. As the level- of prob-

abilityincreaSeS'ahigherlevelofserviceisimp}ied.Tlrough

delays and queues are not directly computedo there is some

measì.lre of control over the service offered,
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It is noticed that Bellis emnloys nearly aIÌ the

mechanisms imoortant in the development of a signalized procedure,

namely speecì, vehicuLar length (nellis uses eff ective vehÍcul-ar

length), i-ntersection width (Bellis cal}s thÍs the distance from :

the ston line of first car), reection-decision time, and the

Pois.son distribution to describe vehicul-ar arrivals. Supposedlyt

the acceleratÍon constant E functions much the same as the rate of :

'.

vehicular acceleration. Unfortunately, BeIIis makes no provision 
l

' for either turning vehicles or commercial- vehicles in the traffic :

stream.

l-2.3.1+ Hewtonr s method

Hewton reasoned that an interrupted traffic stream

suffers a certain l-ost time composed of: the time lost decelerat-

ing to a stop, reaction-decision making time, and the time .ì-ost

acceleraLing from a stop to the average speed. Thus,

z = î r*^ + H (Lz.3. j)

where

Z = l-ost time, sec;

å = reacti.on-decision time, sec;

Vo = approach speed , flfsec;
aa = average acceleration, ftfsecz;

d = average rleceleration, fLf suc?.
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Interrupting the traffic stream n times in a cycle

of length C results in a lost time o1 )6oLnz sec/hr. The

time available for traffic movement is 3600 (i-ðZ) and the

: maximum number of vehicles (equivalent vehicles) p"ssing through

the intersection in aI] directions in one hour is
Ve E 3600 (L-nZ\ /h (Lz. j,tr)

c

where

ll I = Iost time, sec;

C = cycle time, sec;

n = number of phases;

h = minimum headway, sec;

Ve = maximum number of equival-ent vehicl-es per cycle.

Rearranging (L2.3,4¡ ,

c = nz + hM (L2.3.5¡

wltere

f,.{ = average arrivals per cycl-e

..: = VeC "
16õõ

" Like \debster ÃgOO) and Bellis (1960), Hewton assumed

::Ì, vehicufar arrivaÌs to b e Poisson distributed. He thus calculated

the expected number of vehicul-ar arrivals, for a probabilit¡r of

', "95, during a s''¡cle of }ength C. Thus,

c = nz + hx (lz.).t>)

where X was determined from
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e_ltMx--rì-- and 14 = VeC
J6õo

Hev¡ton added that the assunption of Poisson dis-

tributed arrivals is apnlicable only to randomly moving traffic"
!ühen free movement is disrupted due to congestion or traffic
signals, the aborre method will be in error.

To determine individual phase tir¡es, Hewton used the
a

same conventi-ons as aboveo 
¡¡

Thus

c=Z+hx
where

c = phase time, sec;

x is determined from
x

.95 =F- e-mmx
ox!

m = veC (average arrivals per cycle on that ohase)ño
and where C = cycle time, sec;

ve= equival-ent vehicles arriving during that phase.

Like VJebster, Herr.Lon does not explicltJ-y accou.nt for the 
.

influence of commercial vehicles or turning vehicLes but uses,

instead, the somewhat artificial form;

ve=(v+H+t:)/n (12.3.7¡
26

ì< I{ewton used the following form to determine the minimum headway h:

h = . ZllO-&S2.3 + .69L for t0( Sç4g and S = speed, mph i
ù

l, = vehicrrlar length, ft.

X

"95 =f
o
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where

Ve = equivalent volume, vphi

V = total volurne, vÞh i

H = number of commercial vehicles;
L = number of left turning vehicles;

n = number of lanes"

Equation 12"3"7 assumes traffic is equal-Iy distributed
between the available ranes. This is probabil"y not the case

except at very high volumes,

Hewton also provides an equation for carcuratlng the

crearance interval. Basically, his equation is the same as

10.3.I, excent that vehicular length is not exnlicitly incl-uded.

This is because intersection width is assumed to be bhe greaLest

distance a vehicle must cover to be completel¡r free of traffic
entering the intersection on'the nexL phase. ImolicitIy, this
includes vehicular length.

Hewtonts procedure, thus, incorporates aLl the mechanisms

which are relevant to a signalization rnethod. Unfortunately, he

makes no orovision for examining any performance criteria. At

best, a level of service is implied by establishing the probability
of the occurance of a back-up, under the assumption of Poisson

distributed arrivar,s. as .05 (ie. the intersecLion clears 95 times

out of 100).

fn all, it would seem that Hewtonts primary objective
is to rnaximize the number of vehicles passing through the inter-
section. In doing so, he is attempting to minimize the number of
vehicles delayed in the intersection and to prevent congestion.
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L2.3.5 Dunne and Pottsr s method

Dunne and Potts (lg6S ) analyzed t he operational

characteristics of a signalized j-ntersection for which the control-

strategv is to srvitch the lights when the favoured queue empties.

A 2-phase traffic light was considered"

At the start of each green, there is a lost time

composed of the minimum vehicul-ar headway h and the number of
vehicles which first enter the intersection before the entire
queue begins to move L. This is followecl by an effective green

time during which queued vehicles discharge at saturation flow
rate. Vehicl-e arrivals are assumed qenerated as a binomial Drocess.i.

Thusr ei is the probabirity of one arrival in arm i = rrz in each

of the intervals (mh, m h+h), ¡¡¡ = 0rf ,2¡.o.; and the probabirity
of no arrivals is p1 = l-q..>i<:i<

Dunne and Potts developed a bivariate Poisson dis-
tribution (in Oiscrete time) to describe vehicular arrivals,
fn addition, thev deterrnined a set of equations characteri zíng

a two-di-mensional random wal-k, the analysis of rvhich yietds the

operationaì- characteristics of the control of the intersection.

*The idea of vehicular arrivals generated as a binornial process

was first, presented by Beckrnan, l4cGuire, and vüinston (I9j6). In i
chanter 5, hre present an example of a binomial distrj-bution. 

ì*'i'Only two arms are considered since two lanes usually predominate

in determining the light setting,
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Providing the intersection is undersaturated, the

operation approaches statistical equilibriun and the steadv-

state probabilities give the nhase durations and the mean queue

Iengths when the light is switched.

Note that qi = vt/V where vi

i and V = total approach vol-ume on all

are ft¡nctions of the lost time and ei,
are functions of qi and L.

= approach volume on arm

arms. The phase durations

while the mean q ueue lengths

ït was noticed that verJ/ few of the mechanisms discussed

as being rel-evant to a signal tirning procedure are incorporated

herein. Dunne and Potts make no provision for vehicular length,

intersection width, âcceleration, deceleration, approach speed,

or perceotion-reacr.ion time. Additionally, there is no provision

for ei.ther turning vehicl-es or commercial vehicles. Dunne and

Pofts felt that left turning vehicles either filter through on-

cornming traffic or make their turns during the amber. Right turning

cars can turn freely, providing pedestrian traffic is Iight"
In developing their oroceclure, Dunne and Potts sought

to minimize clelay. Phase tirnes were calculated so as to provide

maximum efficiency (ie. minimum delay) for constant arrival rates,

and to shorLen or to lengthen about their average as chanqes in

traffi-c demand occur.

The only other performance standard which is examined

is the mean ancl the variance of the queues when the light changes.

Long queues ma¡r block cross traffic at adjacent intersections or

interfere wj-th activities at near-by access points. AIso, excessive

queues nay j-nterfere with the proper alignment of vehicles making
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lefü or right turns. Therefore, knorvledge of queues is an

important criterion for evaluating signal timing. Unfortunately,

Dunne ancl Potts clo not examine any of the other, equall-y irnportant,

performance standard s.

L2.l+ ApoIíeation to Simulatio-n

12.l+.1 Comparative evaluation

In order to compare the tirning proceclures present,ed in

section l-2.3 to determi-ne a method suitable for simulation, a

computer analysis was performed. For each timing method, the

same combinations of approach volumes were generated, and cycle

ti-mes, phase times, and different ooerating characterÍstics were

calculated.

To maintain control in comparing these different methods

any mechanism common to two or more timing schemes retained a

constant value. Thus, whenever possible, the value of a parameter

determined in one method was used throughout the other methods as

we11" Related parameters were al-tered accordingly, unless a

constraint, unique to a particular method was violated.

To determine the length of the amber signal, the fol-

lowing values were used: perception-reaction time / = 2 sec;

approach sneed Vo = l+t+t f sec; vehicular length L = 20' i deceleration

d = ZOt fsec?; intersection width lf = óOr. Substituting these

values into equation 10"1.1,Î-min-: ! sec. This value was used

throughout the analysis.
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Generalì-y speaking, minimum green times are calculated

on the basis of trvo ob.jectives:

a) proportioning the green time among the aporoaches

sothattheratioofcapacitytodemandoneachoftheaporoaches

is equal;

b) choosing the green time so that, during peak demand

periods, aII traffic arriving during the phase is accommoclated :
rl

(ie. severe congestion does not oecur). :

It was noted earlier the importance of maintaining as ',

short a cycle length as possible" In addition, both Gerlough

(lg6l ) anrl VJebster (fg00) inOicate the adverse effect of traffic
flow imbalance. These two criteria were thus included with the

criterion of incorporating the relevant mechanisms, in evaluating

t,he results of the analysis.

fn analyzing Websterls procedure, it was necessary to

use a number of cycle l-engths to determine one rrrhich optimized a

ma jorl.tv of the performance criteria. CycÌe lengths from 30 seco 
,:

to 1lr0 sec" were analyzed at intervals of l0 sec. Table Iz.L is 
,,

an example of the tyoe of resul-ts obtained. ',

ft was noticed that for cycle lengths less than the
ttoptimunntl, the average deì-ay per vehicle increases very rapidly and,

theoretically becomes infinite as the approach volume approaches
..saturation f lorv. l-or cycle lengths greater than the troptimumlt,

the average delay increases, but at a much sÌor,ver rate.
The maximum queue length is similar in form to the

average delay; increasing ranidì-y for cycle lengths less than Co, 
ì

but increasing sl-owly for cvcle Iengths Ìonger.
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The values for the average queue increase more slowly

than those for the maximum queue for cycl-e times less than Co,

but generalÌy have the same form.

Values for the probability of entering the intersection

during the first Élreen are slightly different in form. Here, the

probabilities increase with increasing cycle times up to a maxirnum,

after which the probability remains constant.

Table Ì2"L is typical of the type of results obtained and

is in strong agreernent with the observations of both Webster and

lVoh1 and Martin.

In analyzing Bel-lists method, it bras found that, in some

cases, the sum of the volumes for the intersecting approaches tvas

so large that no consistent combination of required green tirnes and

cycle times could be determined, for a probability l-evel of .95.

This occurred when the sum of the voLumes on the two approaches

exceecJed 900 vnh; ârìcl, âs such, ho further calcul-ations were con-

ducted. When this occurs in the field, it is necessary to set the

sígnal tinninq for at least one of the aporoaches in accordance with

a lower level of nrobability (and assume that a higher level of de-

lay is satisfactory).
ExamÍning the cycle times calculated by the four different

timing methods, it was found that cycle times calculated by

Bellisr s method b/ere greater than those cal-culated by Webstert s

procecltrre. Times calculated b'¡ Ilewtont s technique were shorter

than lVebsterr s, while those of Dunne and Potts are t he shortest of

aII.
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It shoulcl be noted that, using lVebsterts method, different

approach volumes resulted in different cycle times, even though

the strrn of the apnroach volumes remained constant. This is in
contrast to the other methods wherein cycle tir:ne remained constant.

Thus, in comparing l,iebsterrs procedure to the others, the mean of

the cycle times r'¡hich corresponded to a particul-ar sum of apnroach

volumes was used.

ï'ic. 12.ì is a graoh of cycle times, corresponding to- +t_:

different combinations of approach vol-umes, calculated using

V/ebsterr s method. This graph is presented to ilLustrate the effect
of traffic flow imbalance on h/ebsterr s timing scheme.
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Examining the green times as calculated by the four

methods, it was found that the same form that characterized

the relationship among the cycle times persists here as weII.

Thus, green times cal-culated by BeÌlists method are longer than 
:

those calculated by l'rlebster. Times calculatecì by tlewton are

shorter than those of \t'ebster, while those of Dunne and Potts are

the shortest of all-. ,

'ì

]-2.l+.2 Discussion 'r

In a}l, the nrocedure developed by !üebster is felt to

be superior to the other three. Basicall-y, BeIIisr s method

suffers too many critical shortcomings

First, Bellisrs scheme is applicable only for a lir.rited

range of aÞproach voÌumes" ïihen the total j.ntersection volume

becomes too large, tro cycle time satisfies the required green

t imes.

Second , t he cal-culated cycle times were the highest of 
;¡

all the timing meLhocls. ft is imoortant to obtain the shortest 
:

cyc1epossibIeinordertominimizedeIayandincreasetheef-

fectiveness of the traffic signals. This was stressed earlier

and is reaffirmed here"

Third,cycl-etimesdidnotfluctuatewithtrafficflow
t¡

imbalance but remained constant for a particular approach volume.'l'

'i'In truth, this is an unexpected result since there is little in the

mechanics of tsellisr s method to indicate that this would occur
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Both the resulLs of our analysis and the work of Gerlough

indicate the adverse effect of directional imbalance, and it

is important for any timing scheme to account for this.

Fina)-J-y, though bellisrs method does include almost

all of the mechanisms considered important in a timing procedure,

his method does not provide much control- of the level of service.

Some of the criticisms of Bellisr s method apply

equally to Heu¡tonrs r:rocedure. Like Bellis, Hewton does not

account futly for imbalanced flol.¡ rates. l,'hiÌe phase times do

fluctuate, cycle tirnes remain unchanged for a constant total

approach volume. AIso, vrhile Heltonrs method does incorporat,e

all- the rel-evant mechanismsr like BeIlis, he provides al-most no

control of the |srrel of service.

The orocedure developed by Dunne and Potts if perhaps

the worst. Though nhase times and c''¡cle tiries are the sltortest,

Dunne ancl Potts empl-oy almost none of the mechanisms relevant to

a timing procedure. As weIl, few performance criteria are

examineC ancl there is very littl-e control of the level of service.

Thus, for one reasjon or another, each of these three

methods nroves untenable as a suitable timing scheme. I3y contrast,

!üebstert s method appears to be highly suited. There are several

reasons for this:

1) Traffic flov.' imbalance has been sho',vn to adversely

effect intersection performance. Vv'ebster?s method is the only

one which allol^'s for ad.justments to both cycle and phase times in

orcìe:: to compensate for this imbalance.
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2) lVhite the other timing schemes permit some control

of Lhe level of service, the method deveÌoped by Viebster provides

for a much broader and more thorough examination of different

performânce standards. In acldition, liTebster incorporates aIl the ,

mechanisms which were fel-t to be important in a timing procedure.

In all, much of !úebsterr s work has found a substantial

deqreeofacceptancebyothers.HistechniqueShrereusedby
1

Gerlough (lg6l) to investigate optimun cycle l-engths for dii-ferent

signal-phasing schernes, and r^rere thoroughly examined by llohl and '

Martin (1967) in their discussion on oretimed signalized inter-

section performance.

I2.5 Qlbel_qgqllql Policies

f n section L2.) víe presentecì severa] ma.jor analytic

traffic si.qnalization investigations and cliscussed their mechanisms

and their optimization policies. These investigations were fixed

time signalization methods. By contrast, some signalization 
:.

procecìures operate in accordance with the varying denands of traffic 
:

as registered b.¡ the actuat,ion of vehicle detectors. These are l

called traffic actuated controllers. They provide maximum ef-
. t.ficiency (ie. minimize delay) at intersections where traffic

arrivals cannot be adequately anticipated in aclvance rvith pretirr:ed ,

controllers (Traffic Engineering llanribook (f96t )).
For a t,raffic actuated controll-er, an initial gt'een time

is allocated for each approach. This initial time is then in-
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cremented until either all the vehicles on the approach are

aecornmoclate d ( ie. the queue d issipates or no more vehicles

arrive at the intersection), or the maximurn green time is

reached" The signal indication is then changed and the ri¡¡ht-

of-way is al-located to the other approaches. Thus, cycle tirnes

and ohase times are conti-nuaì-Iy ad justed to meeL the varied

requirements of traffic.
Because the nechanisms rel-evant to an optimizatíon

policy for fixed time signals ( see section L2,) ) are also

relevant to the optimization of traffic actuated signals, it
is not necessary to reiterate their irrportance in a model of

simulation. I{orvever, some additional renarks are, perhaps, in

order 
"

In developing orocedLìrîes for fixed time signalization,
most researchers realized the importance of vehicular arrivals,
and triecl to account for this b¡l assuming vehicul-ar arrivafs to

be Poisson dístributed. ft rvas afso noted that, âs volumes in-
crease, bunching occurs. Vehicular behavior becomes nonrandom

ancl the assumpt-icn of Poisson arrivals is in error. Because

vehÍcle actuated signals are designed to account for the varying

denands of traffic, it is important that the hcadlvay distribution
in the simulation nodel renroduce these variations.

In sÍmulating a traffic actuated control- system,

vehicular operating characteristics acquire considerable importance

because of the interaction between the operating characteristics
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of the traffic stream and the signal timing. lVhereas the

an¿ìlytic timing procedures used deterministic values to account

for a particular mechanism, traffic actuated controllers should,

whenever nossible, use probabilistic values to provide realism"

For example, phenomena such as queue-discharge involve

mechani-sms relevant to fixed time signalization. These include

acceleration and deceleratiort rates, vehicl-e Iengths, and per-

cention-reaction times. IÌowever, because vehicle actuated policies

are sometimes designed to alternate the right-of-luay after the

queue dissipates, these mechanisms becorne very important. If

thev are chosen delerministically, quelre dissipation will be

unrealistic" Phase times and delay times rvil-I be in error, and

this traffic control rnethod r,¡il-I be inaccuratel-y evaluated.

fn a model of sir,rulation, mechanisms such as accel-eration

and decel-eration rates, perception-reaction times, etc. can be

drawn randomlv fror¡ a distribulion of values" Each vehicLe can

tlren be assigned a uniqrre seL of values of operating characte:r-

istics. Times for queues to dissipate will- then be unique, even

for two queues equal in length. [iuch tines can then be used to

determine the delay to queued vehicles, ancì thus provide for a

more real-istic evaluation of the traffic control po11cy.

Because of the complexity of alternating the right-of-
way according to the varying demands of traffic, generatecl ac-

cording to a rel-ati'¡ely sophisticated distribution, few deterrnin-

istic models of traffic actuated signalization have been attenrpted.
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0n the contrary, traffic actuated systems have, for the most

part, been evaluated using simulation.

Perhaps the mosl; exLensive evaluation of traffic

actuated signalization was conclucted by Gerlough (1967). He

developecl a cornputer simulation rûocleI of an inter:section con-

troll-ed bv traffic actuated signals. Three types of control

policies r^¡ere investigated: the basic queue control, the qlleue

l-ength arri'¡al rate control, and the space presence control.
(ft is noted that the level of service provided by fixed time

signalization servecì as the control factor. ) Control policies

such as these are irnportant because they suggest the type of

data which needs to be gathered for determining an optimum control

nolicy ( see section l-2.6) ancl they suggest the criteria which

neecl to be optirnized.

According to the basic queue control policy, the clur-

ation of the green htas denenclent upon directly sensed queue

J-engths at the beginning of each phase. The green time v¡as set

equal to the time requirecl on the average to discharge the longest

queue at the beginning of the green. This control policy suggesfs

the imoortance of minimizing queue lengths in order to help min-

imize del-ay and to improve the level of service offered.

The queue length arrival rate control- nolicy was similar

to the policy of basic queue control, except that now the green

tirne r.'as dependent upon the queue lengths and the upstream arrival

rates. This control nolicy suggests the necessity to account for
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the effect of unstream arrival rates on the queue of waiting

vehicles. CompensaLing for this effect by appropri-ately timed

phases can aid in discharging the queue of lvaiting vehicles.

This minimizes the time spent by vehicles in the system and

improrres the level- of service offered.

The space presence control policy operated so as to

clear vehicles within the intersection DroÐer. The rate of

vehicular arrivals was not a direct part of this controL oolicy.

In the field, passage cletecl;ors woul-d be replaced by presence

detecLors. This control policy is important because it emphasizes

that vehicl-es need not be queued within the intersection to incur

de1ay. The len¡5th of time vehicles remain within the inter,sectio:,

proper is a measure of the delay incurred by these vehicles, and

is thus a measure of the level- of service providecl.

L2,6 Data Collection

The majority of the traffic signalization methods

examined in section 12.4 do not provide for a sufficient analysis

of the level of servi.ce the',¡ offer. By comparison, l/ebsterr s

procedure best nrovicies for this type of analysis. fn cloinS4 so,

hlebster suggests the tyne of dala necessary to evaluate his tirnir:g

schemer using a micrc-simrrl-ation program.

The problem nor.r is 1;o co]lect the relevant data. This

can be a severe problem. As simulations becorne larger and nore

co¡nolex, it becomes Íncreasingl,y difficult to obtaln the necessai'-i'

statist,ics with which to eval-uate the control mechanism. rFlagst
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must be seL, checked, and then reset to keep track of the behavic;:

of the vehicles r^¡ithin the s-1¡stern. Gerlough (lg6Z ) termed this

the behavior profil-e and sought to determine the proportion of

time vehicles operate accorcling to the different classifications

of behavior. These classifications include: free-behavior,

car foJ-lowing, stopoing, slowing for a turn, stopning for a

left turn, stoppecl for a l-eft turn, travelling in a delayed left

burn, tra.velling in a free ]eft turn, executing a right turn, and

stoppecl. Using this behavior profile, ancl tabulating the time

spent by each vehicle in each of these behavior patterns, the

statistics Viebster reqr:irecì coul-d be obtained.

To determine the average qrleue lengths during each phas:,

it is necessarv first to .store the lengths of all the queues

occuring cluring the nltase. This can be accomplished using t,he

behavior prof|l-e. Vehicl-es stooped for a turn or simply stopped

are considered as members of a queue (although the qtleue might be

.just one vehicle in length). The number of successive vehicles

with this behavior cl-assification, ât any particular time, repres:ai

the length of the queue at that time. These queue lengths t^¡ould::

stored and Jater averaged.

To determine the maximum queue in 19 out of 20 cvcles,

a similar recorcl of queue lengths would need to be compiled. A

counter would record the passafle of at least 20 cycles. Then, t-Lr:

Iengths of the queues which occurred throrrghout this perioC would
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be scanned to del,ermine the maximum oB€.

To determine the probabiì-ity of a vehicle entering

the intersection on the first green, it v¡ould be necessary to

tag each vehicle which approached the intersection. The nurnber

of red phases which each vehicle encountered v¡ould have to be

tabulatecl. If a vehicle encountered more than one red signal,

then this vehicle had not cleared the intersection on the first,

Ereen. Ïf P is the number of vehicles generated during any time

period T, and a is the number of vehicles encountering more than

one red nhase, then (P-a)/P is the probability of a vehicle

entering on the first green. Note t,hat a vehicle completin¡i

a left turn at the start of the red would not be considerecl as

having encountereC another red signal.

To determine the delay incurred by vehicles within the

intersection, there is the problern of the definition of the word

ttdelay'r. Total- or mean delay is often used as an appropriate

ob iective measure of the effectiveness of a systemi and is con-

sidered equal to the actual travel time minus some theoretical
undelayed travel time. If an undelayed trip is considered one

macle at average free-fl-ow aoproach speed, then the delay of

inclividual vehicl-es can be in error. Desired free-flow speeds

are cìispersed around their mean and a vehicle with a desired speed

]ess than t,he mean would be considered delayed, even if Ít pro-

gressed unhinclerecl through the system"
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fn a like manner, vehicles with desÍrecl speeds greater

than the mean might have a negative delay. To overcome this

oroblem, Gerlou.qh generatecì a target velocity for individual

vehicles in order to comnute a unique undelayed tr¿veL time for

each. Furthermore, a vehlcle which decelerates to maximum

turning velocity before a turn, and then accelerates to target

velocity after the turn, is not considered delayed.

VJhile such refinements i-n the definition of dela)¡ r4ay

be a matter of hair-splitting, it does illustrate the type of

problems which can occur in atternpting to measure this statistic.
Of greater concern, oerhaps, is the difficulty measuri¡-¡

this form of delay in the fie1d. Such measurements are necessar]'

for evaluating installations in the fiel-d, and for calibrating an:

refining simulation models rr¡hich atter:npt to duplicate this behavi::.

To overcorne this difficul-tv, Gerlough f ound perf orrnance

characteristics which are highlv correlated with delay, but more

easily measured in the field. To clo this, he compiled a list of

primarv meesures be-ì-ieved to be adequate representations of ef-
fectiveness, but are difficult to collect" These included a) meer.

travel- time, b) rnean system delay, c) mean traveÌ speed.

To these h/ere added a list of secondary measures, which

were less representative of over-al-1, effectiveness, but strongl¡r

correlated with the primar.v neasures and more easil.¡ collected.
These included a) rnaximum individual system delay, b)mean stoppei

del-ay per stopped vehicle, c) mean detay in queue, d) mean queue

Iength, e) proportion of vehicl-es stopned.
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Finally, a list of measrrres of tr',vorst'r conditions were

added. ltrhile not stronql.¡ correlated rvith the prirnary measures,

they were to be used in conjunction with them. These included

a) maximum individual stopped delay, b) maximum queue length,

c) minimum individual travel speed.

Usinq a simulation program and statistical anal-yses,

Gerlouqh soueht to determine pairs of performance standards which

vüere highlv correlated. fn all, he røas concerned with finding

measurements which vüere easily gathered in the field and yet

would be stronqly associated with prirnary measìrres of effectiveness

not so easily gathered.

Subsequently, additional- simulations were performed in
order to validate lhe previous regression models.

The best method of collecting data wil-l of course, be

highly dependent upon the way in which vehicles are represented

in a sir,rul-ation model-. It is necessAry, then, to have a mechanism

for maninulating these lrepresentationsf to reflect the desired

characteristics of traff ic f lor,v and its intera ctions. I,'trohl and

Martin (1967 ) presented trrro hrays to represent and manipulate

vehicles, namely ohysical representation and rqemorandum rep-

resentation"

Vüith the physical representation, âtr address is set

asicle to represent the actual traffic on a roadlay. A t bit

denotes fhe presence of a vehicle, a O bit denotes the space

following a vehicle. In addition, the nrrmber'of I bits describes

the length of vehicles. The arrangement of the bits indicates t,he

position and length of vehicles at some particular time. The
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movement of vehicles is from the higher numbered address to

the lower numbered one. To accomplish this movement, the bits

are multiplies by 2b where b is the number of spaces the vehicle

is to be moved ahead per second; b being related to the speed of

the vehicles.

If the vehicles are moving at different speeds, they

are grouped into channels ( blocks of addresses ) so that each

channel containes onlv those vehicl-es travel-Iing at t he sarne

speecl. Each channel is multiplied by 2bi where b1 corresponds

to the speed of that group. After, the vari-ous channels are

added together to conpose the entire traffic stream.

With the memorandum notation, the location of the vehicle,

its speed, its length, its entry time, etc. are described in code.

Each vehiclel s characteristics are identifiable as it moves through

the system. This makes it possible to compuLe delays to individual

vehicles. The distance along the roadway is quantified by using

a unit block. Thi-s block is one lane wide and has a length

equivalent to some fractional part of the length of an averaÉle

vehicle. A vehicle occupies only a limited number of discrete
positions. Vehicles are acJvanced by multiplying their speed by

the time increlnent and acJding the product to their position. The

record of the vehiclers oosition is then updated.

There are, of course, many pro€lramrning ¡ecìrniques

avaílabIe for data manipulation. Techniques such as push down-

pop up stacks, pointers, list structures, circular arrays, etc.
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aIlor^r storage to be conserved and execution time to be re-

duced" Their scope is lirnited onlv by the skiIl and ingenuity

of the nrogrammer. In acldition, Ianguages have been developed

specifically for purposes of simulation. lolost notable of these

languaees is GPSS-General Purpose Simulation S¡rsten. GPSS is a

eomputer orogram for conductin¡r eval-uations and experiments of
systems, rnethocìs, processes, and designs. A description of such

languarres lies outsi<Je the scope of this thesis.
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CHAPTER TI{IRTEI'N

COI{CLUS]ON

In this thesis, âD attempt is made to examine some

of the more important mechanisms of a símulation model which

describes the flow of traffic at a signalized intersection

in the central business district. Some of these mechanisms

are strictl¡r quantitative descriptions of vehictrlar operat-

ing characteristics. Treatment is lirnited to a strrvey of

the literature publishecl to date, and to an analysis of the

values cited in this literature for their applicability to

a simulation modeI. Exampl-es of this are; chanter I wherein

vehicular lengths are examined, and chapter I wherein the

accel-eration and deceleration capabilities of vehicles are

discussed. fn each of these chapters, attention is given to

the three primary components of the traffic stream, namely

cars, trucks, and l-ocaI transit vehicles.

While the determination of appropriate values of

vehicular operating characteristics should have been a

relativel¡r simole task, it was forrnd that very little had

been published concerning these mechanisms. This was

especially true in the case of local transit vehicles whose

operating characteristics e.re, for the most Dart, ooorly

defined.
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A complete definition of the range of values of these

mechanisms as observed in everyday traffic conditions would

greatlv benefit the state-of-the-art of many behavior phen-

omena. An example of this is the left turn gap/1,ag, accepLance

phenomenon. 'Values of the critical gap/Iag surely must be a

function of the maximum rate of acceleration, driver perceotion-

reaction time, and aporoach speed. Hourever, such a formulation

has never been presented. Perhaps this is due to the fact
that the values of these ooerating characteristics are not

well defined.

It seems, therefore, that there is an urgent need for
a clearer defínition of the range of different vehicular

operating characteristics, under a variety of traffic con-

ditions, in order to better explain behavior phenomena.

Because of the importance of the distrÍbution of
headways in predicting arri-val rates and in timing traffic
signals, a considerable quantity of Iiterature has been

published on this sub.ject. As a result, âD extensive exam-

ination of the distribution of headways is conducted in
chapter 5. The composite negative exponential distribution,
suitable for descri-bing the distribution of headways of cars

and trucks, ancl the shifted negative exoonential distribution,
suitable for describing the distribution of headways between

locaI transit vehicles, are selected herein. For each, a
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method is outlined in chapter 6 whereby headways that fit these

two distributions may be randomly generated. Ïn order to

properlv merqe these two sets of generated headways into a

sinqle traffic stream, an algorithm expl-oiting the mixture

distribution is presented.

',Vhile a considerable portion of this thesis is devoted

to an examination of vehicular operating characteristics, an

uncìerstanding of vehicular behavior within the intersection
proDer Ís aÌso important. Two of the more imoortanü behavioral

ohenomena are examined in chapters 9 and I0, namely left turn
gap/l.,ag acceptance and driver response to the amber signal-.

Driver behavior is implicitly dependent upon vehicular operating

characteristics, but other factors are involved also. These

include driverst emotions and motivation. Understandably, it
1s difficul,t to determine functional relationships which

characterize driver behavior. However, if simulation models

are to be successfully constructed which are capable of real-
istically modelling t,raffic movement, this ís a necessary

d evelopment.

fn chapter L2, traffic signalization is examined for its
relationship to simulation. Traffic timing methods are dependent

upon a variety of vehicular operating characteristics and are

resoonsibl-e for a number of vehavior phenomena. Because of

the comolexitv of this inter-relationship, it is difficult to
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eval-uate the different timing methods. Simulation can be used

to determine the imoortance of the differeni mechanisms com-

prising a control method, and to analyze the combined effect of
these mechanisrns to the various behavior ohenomena; the in-
tention being to deverop a viabre tining procedure capable of
optimizing, traffic performance. A development such as this is
urrently needed in the fiel-d of traffic control- and is recom-

mended herein as a fruitful area for future research.
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